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The two sulfur isotopomers of sulfur trioxide, 32S'6O3 and 34S'6O3, have been studied via

high resolution infrared and Coherent anti-Stokes Raman (CARS) spectroscopy. The v1 symmetric

SO stretching Q-branches observed by the latter are quite different, being especially complex for

32S16O3 Understanding this band structure required analysis of infrared-active hot bands originating

from the v2 and v4 bending mode levels to the states 2v2 (1=0), V2 + V4 (1=±l), and 2v4 (1=0, ±2).

These upper states are strongly coupled to the v1 symmetric stretching mode levels via Fermi

resonance and indirect Coriolis interactions, causing the CARS spectra of these two molecules to be

highly perturbed and quite different in appearance.

From the analysis of 11 000 32S'6O3 and 7000 34S'603 infrared transitions, accurate

rovibrational constants have been determined for these mixed states, leading to respective values for

v1, a1, and aF of 1064.924(11), 0.000 840 93(64), and 0.000 418 19(58) cm for 32S1603 and

1064.920(84), 0.000 834 5(54), and 0.000 4 10(1 1) cm for 34S'603. These parameters reproduce

the respective CARS spectra very well and permit determination of accurate rotational constants for

the equilibrium structure of SO3. The results are B values of 0.349 763 96(64) and

0.349 760 61(334) cm and re values of 141.734 027(130) and 141.734 704(677) pm for 32S1603

and 34S'6O3 respectively, values that agree within the uncertainties of the measurements. The

structure of SO3 is thus one of the best determined configurations of any nonlinear polyatomic

molecules.
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As part of the analysis, the infrared-active v2 and v4 bending modes were found to be

strongly coupled via Coriolis and 1-resonance interactions. These interactions cause noticeable

wavenumber and intensity perturbations in the v2, v4 spectra. Although the emphasis of this work

was to fit the transitions, an accompanying analysis of the intensities yielded an average value of

±0.62(8) for the dipole derivative ratio (.f'/aQ4)/(f/aQ2) and a positive sign for the product of

this ratio with the C24 Coriolis constant, for which experiment gives ±0.5940(15). The sign of

individual terms are not determinable from experiment but ab initio calculations were done which

indicate that the signs of fIaQ4 and are both positive and hence 24 is also positive.
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HIGH RESOLUTION SPECTROSCOFIC STUDIES OF 32S'603 AND 34S16O3

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Sulfur trioxide, SO3, is an important and interesting molecule. Combustion of sulfur in the

presence of air or pure oxygen leads mainly to the formation of sulfur dioxide, SO2. However,

further oxidation in the presence of a catalyst, such as platinum (Contact Process), enables the

formation of SO3. Once present, it reacts readily with water to form sulfuric acid, one of the most

important chemicals in the world, with many industrial uses, and environmentally, a major

contributor to acid rain. 503 is also of astronomical interest since it is believed to be present in the

atmosphere of Venus.

The spectroscopy of sulfur trioxide has been the focus of our research group for the past

several years. Several properties of sulfur trioxide make this an outstanding molecule for

spectroscopic experimentation. It is a planar, oblate symmetric top with D3h symmetry, leading to a

simplified spectrum as a result of its nuclear spin statistics. Due to its extreme reactivity, the

spectroscopy of SO3 was surprisingly incomplete. Additionally, no experimental data involving the

various 34S and 180 isotopomers was available. Finally, the best previously known Raman spectrum

of the v1 symmetric stretching mode of SO3 was performed at 8 cm1 resolution (1), whereas our

CARS (coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering) system at Oregon State University is able to achieve

a resolution of 0.001 cnf' (2). All of these factors combined to spur our interest in this molecule.
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1.2. THEORY VIBRATION-ROTATION ENERGY LEVELS OF SO3

1.2.1. Initial development of the Hamiltonian

The following theoretical background is a summary of the work found in References (3-7).

In general, the properties of a molecule such as SO3 are determined by the wavefunction, which is a

function of both time and the coordinates of the electrons and nuclei. It is possible to separate the

time-dependent and time-independent parts of the wavefunction from one another. High resolution

vibrational-rotational spectroscopy, be it infrared or Raman, is a study of transitions between time-

independent, or stationary energy states, so this work will concentrate on the time-independent

Schrodinger equation

H'P = E'P.

Here, H is the time-independent Hamiltonian operator for a vibrating-rotating system, k1 is the

molecular wavefunction, and E is the stationary state energies of the system, the eigenvalues of the

Schrodinger equation.

While one can write down the Schrodinger equation in an exact form, it is a more difficult

task to solve the Schrodinger equation exactly. It is commonplace to begin with a first-order

approximation, and successively add higher and higher order corrections to the form of the

Hamiltonian. It should be noted here that the molecular wavefunction consists of three parts, a

vibrational piece, a rotational piece, and an electronic piece

H'V(r,Q,O,Ø,) = E'f'(r,Q,O,Ø,). [2]

The wavefunction is defined using r for the position of the electrons, Q for the internal vibrational

coordinates for the molecule, and 0, , and for the rotational coordinates of the molecule. Using

the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, it is possible to separate the electronic part of the

Schrodinger equation from the vibration-rotation part, leaving

'LrWw(Q'0'ø'X) = EvrI4Ivr(Q,0,ø,X). [3]
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Developing the wavefunction in terms of classical mechanics allows for the wavefunction to be

expressed as a product of separate vibrational and rotational wavefunctions

'Vvr(Q,'ø'X) = 'Vv(Q)'Vr(6'ø'X) [4]

The Hamiltonian can also be separated into its vibrational and rotational pieces,

H
yr = Hrot + HVjb, [5]

allowing one to solve the Schrodinger equation using the rigid rotor and harmonic oscillator models.

1.2.2. Rigid rotor model

Ignoring the vibrational motion of the molecule, the rotational Hamiltonian in the rigid

rotor approximation is defined as

I J2 J2 J2H =- [6rot

2hc 1, 1 I

where J,, J, and J are angular momentum operators, and I, I, and I are the moments of inertia

around the molecule-fixed axes x, y, and z. A factor of l!hc has been added because traditionally,

spectroscopy expresses energy in units of cm. The angular momentum operators are related to the

total angular momentum operator, J, through

[7]

The rotational wavefunction is a common eigenfunction of the angular momentum operators, and it

has been shown (4) that for a symmetric top, the wavefunction can be denoted as J,k>, where J is a

measure of the total angular momentum of the molecule, and k is its projection upon the molecular

symmetly axis. The restrictions on the quantum numbers J and k are such that J? 0,1,2,3... and k =

J, J + 1 ..... +1 The eigenvalues for the operators J2 and J are

J2J,k)=h2J(J+lJ,k) [8]

JJ,k) = h2k2J,k). [9]

For the case of SO3, a planar oblate top, I I < I. Equation [6] can now be rewritten as
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+-- [10]H0
2 j2 i

2hC(l l l 2hc ix i

HTOI [B(JJj+cJ]

where the rotational constants, B and C, are given by

B = hI(8it2cI), C= h/(8ir2cI). [12]

By operating on the wavefunction with the rigid rotor Hamiltonian, the eigenvalues are given by

Erot=(J,kHrojJ,k)=BJ(J+1)+(CB)k2 [13]

and Erot, B, and Care expressed in cmt.

1.2.3. Harmonic oscillator model

By choosing the molecule fixed axis system, pure rotational motion of the molecule can be

ignored, allowing for the development of theory involving the pure vibrational motion of the

molecule. For a nonlinear molecule, there are 3N-6 normal vibrational modes, where N denotes the

number of atoms. The Hamiltonian for a harmonic oscillator is given by

3N-6 3N-6

[14]
kI k=I

where Qk is the normal coordinate of the k-th mode with frequency Vk /2m and k is the

conjugate momentum operator defined as jha/dQk. When operating on the vibrational

wavefunction, the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian yields

3N-6 / l\Eb= vk + I

2)k=l "

[15]

where vk is the vibrational quantum number with values 0,1,2,...

In certain molecules, such as SO3, it is possible to have degenerate vibrations. This is the

case where two independent vibrations have the same frequencies. In such a case, it is possible to
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take a linear combination of the operators for these normal modes. Equation [14] can now be

rewritten to be

HVjb=(P$2 +P +AJQ +Q1J [16]

where s indicates a nondegenerate vibration and ti and t2 are the two normal modes of a doubly

degenerate vibration. It is often convenient to write the degenerate coordinates Qti and Qt2 in polar

coordinates of the form Q = p cos p, Q = p sin q, introducing a phase factor 'p, ranging from zero

to 2it, and a radial piece ranging from zero to infinity.

The solution to the Schrodinger equation for a doubly degenerate normal vibration yields

the wavefunction as a product of radial and angular wavefunctions, for which the angular piece

takes the form of exp(ikp). This factor indicates the presence of vibrational angular momentum due

to the superposition of the two normal modes. / is therefore termed the vibrational angular

momentum quantum number, with a range of / = v, , v, 2,... ,v, + 2,v1. The radial portion of the

wavefunction involves a Laguerre polynomial and a normalization factor. As an illustration, Figure

1.1 shows how it is possible to achieve circular motion of the sulfur atom by taking linear

combinations of the two normal modes of V4 with a phase factor of q' = ±900. Elliptical and linear

motion of the atoms is also possible if a different phase is present.

1.2.4. Higher order rigid rotor harmonic oscillator terms

Using the convention of Papouek and Aliev (3), the total Hamiltonian is given by

H [17]

where m defines the degree of the vibrational operators and n is the degree (power) of the total

angular momentum operator J. With this convention, the Hamiltonian for the rigid rotor

approximation, Hrot, is H02 For high resolution work, higher order centrifugal distortion terms are

needed to accurately describe the rotational parameters of the molecule. Quartic and sextic

corrections are necessary, such that the purely rotational Hamiltonian becomes



Fig. 1.1. Origin of vibrational angular momentum in v4. Arrows indicate initial direction of travel
of atoms along paths denoted by thin solid lines. The two independent normal modes of v4 (ab) are
taken in linear combination to give circular motion by the sulfur atom (cd). By convention, one
linear combination is designated as +1, the other 1.
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Hrot = 1102 + 1104 + H06 + with [1 8]

H02 =BJ2 +(CB)J2 [19]

1104 = DJKJ2JZ2 DKJZ4 [20]

H06 = H,.J6+ HJKJ4JZ2 + HKJJ2JZ4 + HKJZ6. [21]

The form of HspIit varies with the symmetry of the molecule. For the case of SO3, D3h fl

symmetry, two splitting terms are necessary. For nondegenerate states (A in symmetry), this term

takes the form

= (J6 J_6) [22]

where is dependent on cubic potential constants, and J, J + iJ are raising and lowering

operators. Adding these terms in [13] yields the following equation for fitting the rotational

constants of a nondegenerate vibrational state of a symmetric top

F(.J,K) = BJ(J+ 1) + (CB)K2 D,.J2(J+ 1)2 DJKJ(J+ I )K2 DKK4

+ H)J3 (J+ l) + HJK J2(J+ 1)2K2 + H,J(J+ I )K4 + HKK6

± J(J+l)[J(J+1) 2][J(J+1) 6]K3 [23]

The coefficients in the Hamiltonian terms above differ from the rotational constants by a factor of

I/h2. It should also be noted that K = k. The last term represents splitting of the K = 3 levels only,

since these are the only K state that are appreciably perturbed by the Hspljt term in the Hamiltonian.

For the K = 3 levels of SO3, the + sign is used for even J values, the sign for odd J values. For the

case of a degenerate state (E in symmetry), the form of H511 becomes

= tv(J+" J_4) [24]

changing the last term in Eqn. [23] to ±tJ(J+1)[J(J+l) 2]K2

Likewise, the vibrational Hamiltonian can be expanded to higher order. The harmonic

oscillator Hamiltonian would be termed H20 with the above convention. A simplification can be

made to display the dimensionality of the harmonic oscillator terms in the Hamiltonian as

3N-6

[25]
k=I
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a
PIc

aq k Ic' [26]

I

V4

qk Q, [27]

and t0k = Vk/C. The cubic anharmonic term 1130 then takes the form

H30 [28]

where kim is the cubic potential constant, the derivative of the vibrational potential energy with

respect to the vibrational modes q, q,,,, and qn. For SO3, the cubic terms k122 and k144 proved to be

major comtributors that have a dramatic effect on the CARS spectra we obtained (Chapter 2).

Similarly, H4 gives rise to quartic potential contributions. Including both terms results in

the following energy expression for the vibrational energy of a symmetric top:

G(v,l) = w(v +-] co,(v, +l) xa.(v +!Jvs. +--J

+ xt(v +)vt +i)+ x,,,(v1 +lXv1, +l)+ xdt1,l,, [29]
(t tt'

where x and x" are made up of various combinations of cubic and quartic potential constants and

corrections arising from vibrational angular momentum. x't is also written as g11 in many texts.

1.2.5. Vibration-rotation interactions

Again, for high resolution work, one is not able to safely assume a simple model such as

the rigid rotor/harmonic oscillator approach. There are terms in the complete Hamiltonian that

couple vibrational motion with rotational motion. For example, the H21 term couples the total

angular momentum Ja and the vibrational angular momentum Pa and takes the form

\I/2
1121 =- 2BaJa (w//uk. qkpl [30]

a k,I
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This term, called the Coriolis interaction, is seen when two vibrations are related through rotational

motion. This becomes especially important when o Wk. In the case of a degenerate vibration in a

oblate symmetric top, the z-axis Coriolis coupling term gives rise to a 2(C)k1 term in the

rotational energy expression. For this work, H23 has also been included to yield higher order J and

K corrections to the energy expression.

To this point, most of the terms discussed are diagonal elements in the Hamiltonian matrix.

From these diagonal elements, the unperturbed energies of the rovibrational levels are obtained,

which are a first order approximation. However, additional interactions between states can occur to

shift the energies of the levels from those predicted by the first order treatment. These interactions

become especially appreciable when the energies of the states are close to one another. Through

perturbation theory, one is able to successively add terms to the Hamiltonian to take account of

these interactions. For example, Coriolis coupling of a nondegenerate vibration to a degenerate

vibration via rotation around the x,y axes through H21 occurs as an off-diagonal element. This is

similar to the Coriolis interaction between two degenerate modes, but is more complicated due to

the need for linear combinations of p and J around the x,y axes. Due to the coupling of states that

differ in k and 1, these are no longer good quantum numbers. However, as shown by Papouek (5),

the quantity (ki) is constant and therefore a good quantum number.

Another off-diagonal interaction arises from the 1122 term in the Hamiltonian. This is

called I-type resonance, and is an interaction between the two States of a degenerate vibration that

differ in 1 value by two. This gives rise to a correction term to the energy of the levels that is

dependent on the quantum numbers v and 4. In the case for SO3, this couples states with k = ±2

and Al = ±2 due to symmetry restrictions. This term becomes most important for the case where k =

= ±1. These levels are very close together (and sometimes degenerate), so in such a case, this

interaction is termed 1-type doubling due to its large effect.

An additional interaction arises from the cubic terms in the potential. This interaction,

called Fermi resonance, is important when the sum of the frequencies 03,,, + ox,, or 203,,,, is close to
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that of w. This coupling term k1,,,,, is nonzero when the symmetry of w, is the same as o,,, +

Since this is a purely vibrational term, the effect of such an interaction is seen as a shift in the

vibrational energies that allows one to directly determine the cubic potential constant kj,,rn. The most

cited example of Fermi resonance is that seen in the vibrational spectrum of CO2. The intensity of

Fermi-coupled vibrations are also significantly affected, as is discussed in Chapter 2.

1.2.6. Nuclear spin statistics

In spectroscopy, it is necessary to know what levels can exist within the molecule. The

quantum number J is a measure of the total angular momentum of the molecule. Its projection upon

the symmetry axis, here the z-axis, is denoted as K. Normally for a symmetric top molecule such as

BF3, all integral values off can exist such that] = 0,1,2,3... and K = 0,l,2,3...+J. However, in

some cases there are symmetry restrictions on the molecular wavefunction that exist that can

simplif' the energy level pattern that is seen.

The total wavefunction of a molecule is a product of the electronic, vibrational, rotational,

and nuclear spin wavefunctions, ie

N1totai = VeWv'VrWs [31]

Exchange of identical nuclei must operate on to yield the result +iytota1 for bosons (particles

with integral nuclear spins) or ii for fermions (particles with half-integral spins). Oxygen has a

nuclear spin of zero, making it a boson. ji is also symmetric as there is only one possible

combination of the spins of the oxygens in SO3 (all zeros). In this work, all spectroscopy has been

performed on the ground electronic state which is also symmetric. Any restrictions on the energy

levels must therefore arise from the product of 1IJr1lJv.

The symmetries of the vibrational modes can be determined from group theory. For SO3,

there are four vibrations, two nondegenerate and two degenerate vibrations, as seen in Figure 1.2.

The symmetric stretching mode, v1, is of A1' symmetry. v2, the out-of-plane bend, is A2" in

symmetry. Both v3, the antisymmetric stretch, and v4, the in-plane antisymmetric bend, have E'

symmetry. Overtones and combinations of these vibrational modes are also examined in this work.



(b)

(d)

P.

/

i.

Fig. 1.2. The vibrational modes of SO3. Arrows indicate direction of motion of atoms with length
indicating relative displacement magnitude. Identification of modes are V1 (A1') symmetric stretch
(a), V2 (A2") out-of-plane bend (b), V3 (E') anti-symmetric stretch (c-d), and v4 (E') anti-symmetric
bend (e-f).
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The symmetry of these vibrational levels are determined from the products of the symmetries of the

fundamental modes that make up these excited states.

SO3 has D3h symmetry. The rotational wavefunction will have the symmetry of the

rotational subgroup, in this case D3. This group is made up of three symmetry operations: E, the

identity operation, C3, a rotation of 1200 around the symmetry axis, and C2 a rotation of 1800 around

an axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis. The rotational wavefunction is defined as

'l'r = llJJ,K,M(6,z,ci3) = OJ,K,M(6) e e±M [32]

where °JKM represents hypergeometric functions and M is projection of the total angular

momentum on the laboratory-fixed z-axis. Acting upon the rotational wavefunction with the

identity operator yields

'4J,K,M(6,X,Ø) ---* 4Ij(O,,Ø) [33]

or no change. The character of WJ,K,M(6,X,ø), XE, is one for K = 0, and two for all other values of K

since these levels are doubly degenerate.

Acting upon the wavefunction with a C3 operation, which changes z by 2ir13, gives

2ir \
2oKi/3WJKM(0,X,) 3 >i (ez+_øJ=e WJKM(0,Z,ø) [34]

For K = 0, this leaves the wavefunction unchanged; its character X, = 1. For K 0, the levels are

degenerate, so it is necessary to take a linear combination of wavefunctions such that

I 2itK+2OiK / 3
xc, =e +e2"3 =2cosl___)forK0. [35]

From this, it can been seen that for K values that are multiples of three, the wavefunction is

unchanged upon rotation by 120°. This yields Xc3 = 2 for K = 3p where p is an integer, and X, =

1 forK= 3p+ 1.

Operating on the wavefunction by a C2 operation is a more complicated case with

0 it-0, 0 t + 0 and + it + 2a, where a is the angle between the molecular x-axis and
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the axis of rotation. As shown by Allan and Cross (4), the results of a C2 operation are for K = 0,

Xc2 (l)', while for K 0 states, Xc2 = 0.

Having the characters for the rotational levels, one can determine which rotational levels

are present for the various vibrational states. In short, for SO3, only those rotational levels that

match the symmetry of the vibrational level exist for those states. For vibrational states that are

totally symmetric (A1) such as the ground vibrational state and VI, only K = 3p levels exist with the

additional restriction of only even J levels for K = 0, as only these states are A1 in symmetry. For

v2, A2" in symmetry, K = 3p levels exist, but now only odd J levels for K = 0 are present. For those

states that are E in symmetry, only K = 3p ± I exist as these states are also E in symmetry.

1.2.7. Selection rules and rovibrational transition intensities

A transition between rovibrational states can occur when light interacts with a molecule. In

infrared spectroscopy, absorption will occur when the molecule has an oscillating dipole whose

frequency v matches that of the incoming electromagnetic field. Quantum mechanically, the

probability of a state change is governed by the transition moment, which can be written as

(V.iV) = JvfuVdr [36]

where /' and i,i/ are the lower and upper state wavefunctions respectively, and u is dipole moment

of the molecule, which can be written as a vibrational expansion around the equilibrium position

Qk
k Qk

[37]

where g is for the molecular x-, y-, and z-axes. SO3 is a non-polar molecule, so the zeroth order term

disappears for all coordinates.

Spectroscopy is performed in the laboratory-fixed axis system. To convert the components

of the dipole moment from the molecule-fixed system to the laboratory-fixed system, it is necessary

to use direction cosines between the two sets of coordinate axes. For example, the component of the

dipole moment along the lab-fixed X-axis is
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= j cos(xX)+ pY cos(yX)+ liz cos(zX) [38]

allowing one to write the general expression

F=X,Y,Z; g=x,y,z [39]

with Fg being the direction cosines, a function of the rotational coordinates. Equation [36] can

now be rewritten as

(rLL,if') =Kv,R1,.Lpv',R') =5';liFvVv';dr

= 5_Qk'vf;cbFgv"Rdr [40]

separating the transition dipole moment into vibrational and rotational pieces.

The vibrational piece of the transition dipole moment is generally difficult to calculate

since it requires knowledge of the exact wavefunctions involved (both electronic and vibrational).

For the calculation of relative rovibrational intensities, it is only necessary to determine if the

vibrational piece is non-zero. This can be done via group theory. If the product of the symmetries

of the upper and lower state vibrations with the dipole moment operator is totally symmetric, the

vibrational term will be non-zero, hence the transition will be infrared active. For D3h symmetry, .f

and ji have E' symmetry whereas j/ has A2" symmetry. v2 and v4 are both infrared active because

their symmetry matches that of a dipole moment operator (the ground vibrational state is A1'). It

should be noted that the product of two identical symmetries will always yield a totally symmetric

component.

The selection rules and individual rovibrational line strengths can now be determined from

the matrix elements (RIFgR') that are non-zero. Allan and Cross (4) give an extensive derivation

of these elements involving commutations of the direction cosines. For a parallel-type band such as
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v2 where the dipole moment oscillates in the z-axis only, the selection rules depend on the elements

ofFZ, yielding

K=O &i=+l AK=O,

KO AJ=O,+l AK=O. [41]

For a perpendicular-type band such as v4 where the dipole oscillates perpendicularly to the

symmetry axis, the selection rules depend on and and are

A.J=O,±l AK=+l. [42]

The actual values of the matrix elements are important for the calculation of the line strengths,

defined as R"(DFg1R').

For the purposes of infrared spectral analysis, it is helpful to reproduce a calculated

spectrum such that one can properly identif' transitions. The intensity of a rovibrational transition

* n' is (4)

8it3vNg. l - ekT)exp( hcE. /kT)111,
[43]

12

3hcg,,.exp(hcE/kT)
n

where n stands for all quantum numbers of the state, E. is the energy of the lower state, g. is a

weight factor, N is the number of molecules per cubic centimeter, and v is the transition frequency.

Since only relative intensities are necessary, many of the terms in Equation [43] can be combined

together into a scaling factor, which includes the denominator, the constants in the numerator, and

the vibrational piece of the transition moment. For SO3, the infrared intensities of some bands are

complicated by complex mixing of states. A more detailed analysis on the intensity perturbations

seen in the v2, V4 spectrum has been performed and will be discussed in Chapter 3. Intensity

perturbations also occur in the spectra discussed in Chapters 2 and 4, but those are largely ignored in

those cases.
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1.3. THIS WORK

The first manuscript, Chapter 2, relates to the parent isotopomer for SO3, 32S1603. Using

our high resolution CARS apparatus, spectra of the v1 symmetric stretching mode were obtained at

0.001 cm resolution. Its rich spectral pattern was found to be a complex mixture of states through

Coriolis interactions, Fermi resonance, and i-resonance. The states that mixed with v1 are only

accessible through infrared-active hot-band transitions from the v2 and v4 levels (010000) and

0! .( 13 .

(000 1 ), where the label is v1v2v3 v4 ,. This manuscript presents the detailed analysis of these

infrared bands and the reproduction of the v1 CARS spectrum. Remarkably, the CARS spectrum

shows most directly the complex perturbations present in SO3, but in the final analysis, the fitting

parameters were determined solely by the more accurate infrared data. Rovibrational parameters for

the v1 state, allowing the extrapolation down to the equilibrium structure, are presented for the first

time.

Chapter 3 is the first of two manuscripts dealing with the sulfur-34 isotopomer of SO3.

Here, the infrared-active v2 and v4 fundamental modes are modeled extensively. The first known

rovibrational parameters for this isotopomer are presented and compared with those available for

32S16O3 In addition, intensity perturbations arise from the mixing of the v2, v4 states have been

modeled for both 32S1603 and 34S1603 yielding information about the dipole derivatives for these

isotopomers. The third and final manuscript repeats for 34S1603 the analysis performed in Chapter 2.

This thesis thus presents the results of our analysis of the two 160 isotopomers of SO3,

32S16O3 and 34S1603. Over 18 000 individual transitions for these two isotopomers have been

measured and assigned. The CARS spectra of both isotopomers have been analyzed in detail and

reproduced using the complex mixing of the rovibrational levels of v1 with the nearby states 2v2,

v2+v4, and 2v4. Rovibrational constants for numerous states are presented and discussed. An
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analysis of intensity perturbations seen in the spectra of the v2, v4 fundamental is also included.

Finally, a comparison of the parameters for the equilibrium structure of SO3 is shown.
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2. ANALYSIS OF v2, v4 INFRARED HOT BANDS OF 32S'603:

RESOLUTION OF THE PUZZLE OF THE v1 CARS SPECTRUM

2.1. ABSTRACT

Further analysis of the high resolution (0.00 15 cm) infrared spectrum of32S'603 has led to

the assignment of more than 3100 hot band transitions from v2 and v4 levels to the states 2v2 (1=0),

v2+v4 (l=±1), and 2v4 (1=0, ±2). These levels are strongly coupled via Fermi resonance and indirect

Coriolis interactions to the v1 levels which are JR-inaccessible from the ground state. The

unraveling of these interactions has allowed for the solution of the unusual and complicated

structure of the v CARS spectrum. This has been accomplished by locating over 400 hot-band

transitions to levels that contain at least 10 % v1 character. The complex CARS spectrum results

from a large number of avoided energy level crossings between these states. Accurate rovibrational

constants are deduced for all the mixed states for the first time, leading to deperturbed values of

1064.924(11), 0.000 840 93(64), and 0.000 418 19(58) cm' for v1, a, and respectively. The

uncertainties in the last digits are shown in parentheses and represent two standard deviations. In

addition, new values for some of the anharmonicity constants have been obtained. Highly accurate

values for the equilibrium rotational constants Be and Ce are deduced, yielding independent, nearly

identical values forthe SO r bond length of 141.734 03(13) and 141.732 54(18) pm, respectively.

2.2. INTRODUCTION

We have solved the riddle of the coherent anti-Stokes Raman (CARS) spectrum of v of
325i603

In the first paper of this series (1) we presented the CARS spectra of several isotopomers

of SO3. The spectra were clearly abnormal and at that time it was speculated that the peculiarities of
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the spectra could probably be explained by interactions with the nearby levels of 2v4. We have now

used an analysis of the hot bands accompanying the v2 and v4 bands to quantify the interactions with

v1 and to obtain a calculated CARS spectrum for v1 that is in excellent agreement with the observed

spectrum.

Earlier (2) we presented the results of a new analysis of the infrared spectrum of the three

IR-active fundamentals, v2, v3, and V4 and the overtone 2v3. Using the same spectra for which we

had identified 4106 transitions due to v2 and v4, we have now been able to assign a large number of

transitions due to the hot bands 020°0°-0 10000, 01001 10000, 01001 ø° I', 000°2°-000°1 and

000022_00001 The upper states of these transitions are interconnected through the same Coriolis

interaction that couples v2 to v4 and that has been treated in several earlier papers (2-4). In addition

there is a coupling between the 1 0 and I = ±2 components of 2v4, similar to what was found for

2v3 (2). We have also identified more than 400 lOO°0°-000°l' transitions to upper state levels that

are mixed but are at least 10 % v1 in character. In all, 3123 hot-band transitions were fit with an

overall RMS deviation of 0.000 12 cm'.

Fermi-resonant interactions serve to couple the 2v4 (1 = 0) and 2v2 levels to those of V1.

Martin (5) has performed an ab initio calculation of the force field for SO3 and calculates the cubic

potential constants k144 and k122 that govern, respectively, these interactions. Both interactions prove

to be important perturbations to the v1 spectrum. Even though the vibrational resonance between

2v4 and v1 is small, the vastly different rotational energy level structure of 2v4 vis-à-vis v1 accounts

for a large number of level crossings (actually avoided crossings) where the energy levels of 2v4 are

strongly mixed with those of v1. The vibrational symmetry forbids a direct vibrational interaction

between v1 (A1') and the I ±2 levels of 2v4 (E'). However, the rotational coupling between the

= 0 (A1') and 1 = ±2 (E') levels of 2v4 results in a significant interaction between certain rotational

levels of v1 and 2v4 (1 = 2) when those levels are close together. Many such avoided crossings

occur as a result of the different rotational structure for the two nearby vibrational states and it is the



resultant pattern of rotational levels in v1 that is the cause of the unusual CARS spectrum. Figure

2.1 summarizes the relevant levels, transitions, and primary interactions examined in this work.

2.3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

This analysis is based on the same infrared spectra used in Ref. (2). The data were

recorded with a Bruker IFS 120 HR Fourier transform spectrometer2 at the PNNL facilities. The

room temperature spectra were recorded from 405 to 708 cm with a resolution of 0.00 15 cm'.

More details on the absorption cell and various parameters related to the spectra are given in Ref.

(2).

The top of Figure 2.2 gives an overview of the experimental spectrum, which is dominated

by the strong '2 and v4 bands, whose analyses are given in (2). Buried in these complex bands are

various hot bands; the lower traces in the figure are the calculated spectra for the bands analyzed in

this work, at approximately the correct relative intensities. Figure 2.3 shows a small segment of the

spectrum. The excellent signal-to-noise and reproducibility of the spectra were essential to the

confident assignment of many of the weak features. Minor features due to the natural abundance

(4.2 %) of 34S1603 were also identified from spectra of isotopically-enriched samples, work that will

be described in a separate publication.

The hot-band assignments were not trivial, due to the strong perturbations among the

states. For example, we identify' in Fig. 2.3 lines in the series Pp(4l) from K"=29 to K"38 for the

2v4 (1 = 2) v4 band. The dashed vertical lines indicate the position of the lines calculated when

the Fermi resonance constants k122 and k144 are set to zero. For other hot-band regions the shifts are

2

Certain commercial equipment, instruments, and materials are identified in the paper to adequately
specify the experimental procedure. Such identification does not imply recommendations or
endorsements by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, the National Science
Foundation, or the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), nor does it imply that the
materials or equipment identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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Fig. 2.1. Vibrational energy level diagram for SO3. Arrows indicate Raman (dashed) and infrared
(solid) transitions. Lines between levels indicate the couplings between states, including Fermi
resonances (- . -), Coriolis interactions (- -), and 1-resonances (. .). Not shown are the l-
resonance interactions within the v2+v4 (1=±l) and 2v4 (l=±2) states.
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Figure 2.2. Infrared spectrum of the v2, v4 region of 32S1603 (top) and calculated spectra of hot
bands involving v1 and its perturbing states. Calculated spectra are at their approximate intensities
relative to the experiment, with v1 v4 magnified to show its structure.
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Fig. 2.3. A small portion of the v2, V4 region showing the series Pp41) from K = 29 to K = 38 for
the 2v4 (1= 2)v4 band. The dashed vertical lines indicate the position of the lines when the Fermi
resonance constants k122 and k144 are set to zero. (The shift for K = 29 is large, 0.059 cm, so the
dashed line is off scale.)
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even larger, as much as 2 cm', so that knowing the approximate location of the v1 levels from the

CARS spectrum was essential to the bootstrap operation used in making hot-band assignments.

This process involved identifying low-f and -K transitions to the least perturbed states, 2v2 and

v2+v4, followed by extension to higher J and K values and to the 2v4 levels. Periodically, CARS

spectra were simulated as a test of the overall correctness of the assignments.

The CARS spectrum was measured on the CARS apparatus at Oregon State University,

which was described in Ref. (6). Details related to the recording of the CARS spectrum are given in

Ref. (1). The CARS spectrum of the v1 region for 32S'603 is given in Fig. 2.4, which also gives the

spectrum that was calculated as a result of the present work. It should be noted that the spectrum

consists only of Q-branch transitions and that, despite an instrumental resolution of about 0.001

cm', the resolved structure is not that of individual lines but is ofK subbands containing many low

J transitions. The puzzle in this spectrum was the irregular nature of these subbands and, in

particular, the gap in the middle of the spectrum, which resisted all fitting efforts in terms of simple

conventional models.

2.4. HOW THE DATA WERE FIT

First, we note that, although the CARS spectrum served as an essential guide and as a final

test of the validity of the analysis of the infrared spectrum, only well-resolved infrared hot-band

transitions were used in the least-squares fitting that gave the constants for V1. Since the lower

states of the hot-band transitions were either v2 or v4, the least-squares analysis included all the

transitions that were reported in our earlier paper (2). The final least-squares analysis contained

nearly 11 000 transitions and resulted in only minor modifications of the ground state constants and

of the constants for the other vibrational states. Table 2.1 includes the revised constants for v2 and

v4. The revised constants for the ground, v3, and 2v3 states are included in supplementary tables that
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Fig. 2.4. The CARS spectrum of v1 of 32S1603. The fit of the CARS spectrum using parameters
derived only from infrared hot-band transitions is displayed above the experimental curve.



Table 2.1. The Rovibrational Constants in cm for the v2, v4 States Involved in This Work on the Fundamentals and Hot Bands of32S'603

constant v2 2v2 v2+v4 v4 2v4(/=0) 2v4(l=2)
v0 497.567 736(16) 995.018(12) 1027.902 357(21) 530.086 424(14) 1059.814 0(11) 1060.452 702(28)
C'xl03 0.127 783(42) 0.252 70(41) -0.030 69(21) -0.157 285(28) -0.315 936(86) [-0.315 936]

AS x103 0.804 0(49) 1.616(31) 0.712 9(78) -0.075 2(25) -0.147(15) [-0.147]
AD3x1O'° 18.35(38) 44.5(18) 20.8(16) 10.73(32) 21.2(12) [21.2]
ADJK xl 010 -23.34(88) -63.2(52) -41.7(38) -38.24(66) -75.3(32) [-75.3]
ADKXIO 6.28(59) 21.4(37) 22.6(24) 28.10(39) 55.2(18) [55.2]

-0.673(72) [-1.345] [-0.157] 0.516(70) [1.032] [1.032]
AR,Kx1O 2.86(23) [5.71] [0.63] -2.23(21) [-4.45] [-4.45]
AHx1013 -4.11(27) [-8.22] [-0.96] 3.15(24) [6.29] [6.29]
1HKx10 1.93(1 1) [3.86] [0.51] -1.421(91) [-2.842] [-2.842]
(Cc4) -0.084 798(11) -0.085 195 2(11) -0.085 025 2(37)
ij1x 1 -8.93(40) -9.06(14) -9.02(44)
IJKXIO 8.56(40) 8.69(14) 8.64(44)
qxlO4 4.72(16) 4.616(49) 4.53(15)
(Bc24) 0.200 94(31)c 0.200 57(10) 0.200 93(31)"
z'24x107 _5.35(11)c -5.013(31) -4771(96)"
zK24x107 3.59(56) 3.354(11) 3187(52)d
t4xlO" 9.5(111)
Q4x106

-3.72(30)Number of transitions 2921 704 1173 4383 456 790RMS deviation 0.00012 cm 0.00013 cm 0.00012 cm1 0.00011 cm 0.00013 cm' 0.00010 cm'

o
The uncertainties are two standard deviations. They refer to the last digits and are shown in parentheses. Values in brackets are assumed.C' C'- CO3 ABB'-B0, etc.
Contained in the W1,1 term for v2+v4 interacting with 2v2.

d Contained in the W11 term for v2+v4 interacting with 2v4(1=0) and 2v4(1=2).
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have been deposited with the journal and are also available from the authors. All the unpublished

revisions are well within the uncertainties given in the published tables (2). The remaining part of

this section is concerned with the fit of the upper states of the hot-band transitions, the fit of the

lower states having been described in Ref. (2).

The data were fit to a Hamiltonian matrix that included the following vibrational energy

levels: 100000, 000°2°, 020°0°, 000022, and 01001. With the exception of a few low J levels, the

matrix contained a minimum of seven rows and seven columns for each value of J:

E(v1,k,0) W144 W122 0 0 0 0

W144 E(2v,k,0) 0 W W2,2 W11 W1,1

W122 0 E(2v2,k,0) 0 0 W11 W

0 W2,2 0 E(2v4,k+2,2) W44 W1,1 0

0 W2,2 0 W44 E(2v4,k-2,-2) 0 W1,1

0 W1 0
E(v2+v4,

W2,2
k+ 1,1)

0 WI,1 W1 0 WI,1 w22
k-1,--1)

Because of various off-diagonal matrix elements coupling different I and k levels, the matrix in the

largest case had dimensions of 37x37.

The diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian matrix had the standard form

E(v,J, Ic, I) = G(v, 1) +BJ(J+l)+(CB)k2 2(Cc)kI+ ifJ(J+ 1)/cl

+ i"k3I D'J2(J 1)2 IJY'.J(J+ l)k2 - DKV/c4

JJ"J3(J + 1) IIJK j (J + l)2k2 + HKJJ(J + 1)k4

+ H'</c6 + splitting terms. [1]

Here we use the convention that lower case Ic and / are signed quantities and we use 1 and 14

interchangeably. Much of the discussion in this paper gives the sign of I on the assumption that k is

positive. Using Eq. [1] the band centers are given by
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v0= G(v, 1)' G(v, 1Y'. [2]

In Table 2.1 we give the 2v2, v2+v4, and 2v4 vibrational energy levels in wavenumbers with respect

to a zero ground state so that G(O, 0) = 0. The splitting terms were the same as described in Ref. (2).

The only new one that might be significant was a splitting of theK 3 levels of 2v2 given by

±ö3KL22[J(J+ U][J(J U-2][J(J+ U-6]. [3]

The off-diagonal matrix elements could be divided into three categories, vibrational

(Fermi-resonances), Coriolis between vibrational states, and Coriolis within a vibrational state (1-

resonances). The vibrational off-diagonal matrix elements were:

W144 = <v1, v4, J, k, 1 I HI v1 + 1, v 2, J, k, 1>

=k144+k'144J(J+ l)+k"144k2 [4]

and

W122 <vi, v2, J, k, / HI v1 + 1, v2 2, J, k, I>

=[k122+k'122.J(J+ 1)]. [5]

The Coriolis terms that coupled states with different vibrational quantum numbers were the

same terms that coupled v2 with v4, namely:

W1,1 = <v2,v4, J, k± 1,14 ± 1 IHIv2+ 1, v4 1, J, k, 14>

±[(B4)+z24J(J+ 1)+z"24k(k± l)][(v2+ 1)(v4±/4+ 1)]Y

x[J(J+ 1)k(k± )]Y [6]

It should be noted that this definition of z'24 and zC24 differs from that in Ref. (2), where the

vibrational factor containing v2 and v4 was not separated out.

The Coriolis terms that coupled different k and / levels within a vibrational state were of

three types, W22, W2, and W44, where

W2,2<v40,J,k,14 jHIv4,J,k±2,14±2>

¼q4{[(v4+ U2 (14 ± l)2][JJ+ 1) k(k± 1)]

x[J(J+l)(k±1)(k±2)]}, [7]



and

W2,,<v4=2,J,k,14 jHIv4=2,J,k±2,144>

W4,4<v4=2,J,k,14 H1v4=2,J,k±4,14±4>

=p44{[J(J+ l)k(k± l)][i(J+ l)(k± l)(k±2)][J(J+ l)(k±2)(k±3)]

x[J(J+ l)(k±3)(k±4)]}.
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[8]

[9]

As in our earlier paper the off-diagonal Coriolis matrix elements are labeled so that the first

subscript indicates the Ak and the second subscript indicates the Al of the coupling. In preliminary

fits we determined values for A2, A22, and p44 but the uncertainties were so large that we decided to

leave them out of the final fit. Without these constants the overall RMS deviation of the fit was

degraded by less than one percent.

The observed transition wavenumbers were fit with a non-linear least-squares program that

combined all of the present measurements with those used in our earlier paper (2) and with the

microwave results (7). Since the All terms were not well determined for the hot bands, they were

fixed at the appropriate combinations of the All terms found for v2 and v4. For V1 all the All terms

were set to zero because the fit was insensitive to the All terms. Table 2.1 gives the constants

determined from the analysis of the hot-band transitions, except that the parameters for v1 are listed

in Table 2.2. In both tables we give the changes in the constants from the ground state values so

that, for instance, AD'. D' D0.
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Table 2.2. The Rovibrational Constants in cm' for V1 of 32S'603

v0 1064.924(l1y
d'xio3 0.418 19(58)

.B x103 0.840 93(64)
ADx10'° 28.5(37)
I.DJK xl

Q10 54.1(74)
.DKX10 25.1(41)

a
The uncertainties are two standard

deviations. They refer to the last digits
and are shown in parentheses.
b AC = C' CO3 AB B' B0, etc.
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25. DETERMINING THE ROVIBRATIONAL CONSTANTS

Enough vibrational states have now been measured to determine the equilibrium

internuclear distance for SO3 and a number of rovibrational constants. The equilibrium rotational

constants are usually written as

Be = B + a(v1 + Y?d1) y,°(vj+ Y2dI)(v+ Y2d) [10]

and similarly for Ce. One also expects '/' type terms in Eq. [10] but they could not be determined in

this work. Table 2.3 gives the rotational constants obtained from the analysis, both with and without

the .,B.0 terms. The a and yC constants are well determined with reasonable values and

uncertainties and the ef results compare favorably with the values obtained by Martin from ab initio

calculations (5). Such is not the case for the a2B and B results, where the uncertainties are large

and the signs are opposite to those deduced by Martin. However, as noted in Ref. (1), these two

constants are strongly correlated and the combination '/2a28 + a is well determined and is in good

accord with Martin's predictions. For example, if the variance-covariance among these a's is

included, the uncertainty calculated for the linear combination is reduced by a factor of 74.

Similarly, it is found that the linear combination ¼122 + 144 + '/2124 for B is well determined even

though the individual y's are not. This is a fortunate outcome since both these a and y combinations

occur explicitly in correcting the B0 constant to B. We are also fortunate that microwave data for

the centrifugally-distorted molecule has given an accurate value for C0 (7), a parameter not normally

available from conventional rotational or vibrational spectroscopy of symmetric tops. This allows

two independent determinations of the SO bond length r which, if extrapolation of B0 and C0 to the

planar equilibrium values is adequate, should be identical.

For a planar XY3 molecule the moments of inertia are 1c = 3M r2 = 21B The difference in

r values obtained from Be and Ce when the y corrections are included is 0.00 15 pm, slightly smaller

than when they are omitted (0.0025 pm). Even so, in the former case, the difference is still about 10



Table 2.3. Rotational Constantsa for 32S"03

constantb B constants B constantsc

Ref. (5) C constants C constantsc

Ref. (5)
B0, C0 0.348 543 33(5)' 0.34844 0.173 988 13(3) 0.173 93
a1x103 0.840 93(64) 0.840 93(64) 0.81 0.418 19(58) 0.418 19(58) 0.41
a2'x103 -0.811 44(3854) -0.803 96(493) 0.31 -0.131 84(42) -0.127 78(4) -0.13
a3x103 1.127 11(36) 1.13048(9) 1.11 0.59748(22) 0.59925(7) 0.58
a4x103 0.072 52(1902) 0.075 24(245) -0.50 0.154 64(21) 0.157 29(3) 0.15
('/2a2 + cz4)x 10 -0.333 20(34) -0.326 74(5) -0.35 0.088 72(33) 0.093 39(4) 0.09
y22x105 0.417(1513) -0.143(21)
y33x105 -0.112(10) -0.059(6)
y44x105 0.173(747) -0.068(4)
y24x105 -1 .583(762) -0.119(20)
(¼y22 + + ½y24)x105 -0.514(27) 0.164(13)

Be, Ce 0.349 763 96(64) 0.349 767 53(34) 0.34962 0.174 885 65(44) 0.174 889 87(31) 0.17481
re(pm)e 141.734027(130) 141.733303(71) 141.764 141.732538(179) 141.730830(126)
r0 (pm)e 141.981 993(19) 142.004 142.097 633(19)
Ae (amu pm2)e -20.3(30) -33.6(20)
A0 (amu pm2)e 1576.4(4)

a
In cm except for r and inertial defect A values.

'
The constants followed by an asterisk, ', are the constant with the v21v4 Conolis perturbation removed, the so-called deperturbed constants.
Value calculated without inclusion of y tei-ms.

d
The uncertainties are two standard deviations. They refer to the last digits and are shown in parentheses.
Inertial defects and r values calculated usingNlST Physical Reference Data values of h = 6.62606876(52) x1034 J s, NA = 6.02214199(47) x1023

mol, and m('60)= 15.9949146221(15)amu.
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times that implied by the uncertainties, suggesting that 'Yu and other neglected y corrections are still

significant. Including the available y's in obtaining B and C leads to an average value of r of

141.7333(15) pm, in remarkably good agreement with the ab initio value of 141.76 pm calculated

by Martin (5). We also compute an inertial defect = I 2TB of 20(3) amu pm2, about 60 %

smaller than the value 34(2) amu pm2 obtained when the y's are omitted. As expected, in both

cases the small negative defect value is much closer to zero than is the value of0 = +1576.35(37)

amu pm2 deduced using the rotational constants for the ground state.

The extrapolation of the D and H centrifugal distortion coefficients to the equilibrium

values can be done with expressions similar to that in Eq. [10]. The uncertainties in the H's were

too large to warrant such corrections but this was not the case for the D's. Including only corrections

linear in (v1 + 'Ad1), we obtain equilibrium values for D, DJK and DK (xlO7 cm) of 3.0700(20),

5 .4067(39), and 2.5206(22) respectively. For comparison, the corresponding values from Martin's

ab initio calculations are 3.092, 5.452 and 2.543. The planarity condition for the D's is 2D+ 3DJK

+ 4DK = 0. The equilibrium constants yield a value of 0.002 34 xIO7 cm for this sum, about 7

times smaller than the result obtained using ground state values.

Our results provide a test of the not-uncommon assumption of the planarity condition for

Dy's of higher vibrational levels to reduce the number of fitting parameters, e.g. setting D'

+ 3D' )/4. While this is not really correct, it is interesting that the
D"V values calculated in this

way for the eight higher levels characterized in this work are quite close to the determined values

(average difference is 14 %, maximum difference is 33 %). Similarly, differences of 4, 19, and 2 %

are found for v2, v3, and v4 H'< values calculated from the analogous H planarity condition 3H' +

4H + 5HUJ + 6HKV = 0. Thus our results for SO3 indicate that these simplifying conditions are

not unreasonable in other cases where the data do not permit determination of all D andH constants.

A few more vibrational constants can also be determined from the present results. For this

we use the usual expression
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G(v, 1) = co, (v1 + Y2d,) (v1 + Y2d,)(v + '/2c4) {l 1]
iSj tt

The constants found in this work, as well as those given in the earlier paper (2), are given in Table

2.4 which also gives the values taken from the ab initio work of Martin (5) and the force field

calculation of Dorney et al. (8). As one might expect, the most recent calculation gives values much

closer to our observed values. In fact, the agreement is much better than we had anticipated. Table

2.4 also gives the vibrational potential constants responsible for the resonance between v1 and both

2v2 and 2v4. Martin (5) also calculated those constants and it is a pleasure to see the good

agreement, including the difference in signs between k122 and k44.

2.6. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

2.6.1. v1 levels and the CARS spectrum

The present analysis involves infrared transitions to 91 levels that are predominantly

(>50 %) v1, to 183 levels that are at least 25 % V1 and to 407 levels that are at least 10 % Vt. Thus

there are enough transitions to levels that strongly interact with v1 that v1 is now well characterized.

The proof of that is given by the comparison of the observed and calculated CARS spectrum ofv1 as

shown in Fig. 2.4. The procedures and programs for the simulation of CARS spectra from

calculated line positions, strengths, and assumed widths have been described previously (6). In the

simulation, it was assumed that the Raman intensity derives solely from the isotropic scattering

component for v1, reduced by the square of the appropriate upper state-mixing coefficient. The

intrinsic intensity of Raman transitions to the 2v2, v2+v4, and 2v4 levels is expected to be very small

and was not included. The importance of including all the coupling terms is evident in Figure 2.5,

which displays CARS spectra calculated with k144, k122, or both constants set equal to zero. It is seen

that the k122 constant produces a larger Fermi shift of the Q-branch but that both constants are
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Table 2.4. Vibrational Constants in cm for 32S'603

constant This work Ref. (5) Ref. (8)
X22 0.058 7(62)" 0078b

3.21
X33 5.45 1 2(42) 5.434 4.63

0.019 75(28) 0.011 2.63
X24 0.248 197(20) 0.284 2.18
x33 2.866 7(42) 2.828 2.47

0.159 67(28) 0.150 2.08
k122 9.943(44) 11.12

k'22xl05 2.51(19)

1.519 0(23) 1.56
k'!44x105 2.695(91)

k44x105 2.617(89)

" The uncertainties are two standard deviations. They refer to the last
digits and are shown in parentheses.
b

Deperturbed value (Private communication, Ref. 5)
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Fig. 2.5. Effect on the v1 CARS spectrum (a, experimental spectrum) of setting the Fermi resonance
constants k122 and k144 to zero (b-d, calculated spectra).
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needed to reproduce the pattern of K subband structure, as shown in Figure 2.4. It is very pleasing

that, aside from noise spikes, virtually every little wiggle in the CARS spectrum is duplicated in the

calculated spectrum. The constants for v1 are given in Table 2.2 and agree with our expectation that

the centrifugal distortion terms should be within a few percent of the values for the ground state.

In order to better display the effect of interactions among the various levels of SO3 near the

v1 fundamental, we show in Fig. 2.6 a reduced energy level diagram. This was calculated by

subtracting the ground state energies from the upper state levels that are coupled for common J and

ki quantum numbers. To make a realistic comparison, the same ground state wavenumberswere

subtracted from the 2v4 levels for each .J value. With this definition, the reduced energy levels for

v1 are the same wavenumbers as the Q-branch transitions expected for the CARS spectrum. The

identification of states which are at least 50 % v or 2v4(i = 2,0,+2) are indicated by unique

symbols; those with no mixing component greater than 50 % are denoted as mixed states (+). From

the calculated mixing of the levels it is clear that the major perturbers of V1 are the I = 2 and I = 0

levels of 2v4, even though the i = 2 levels are not directly coupled to v1. The I = ±2 levels are

indirectly coupled to v1 through the i-type resonance with 1 = 0 of 2v4, which in turn is coupled to v1

through the vibrational resonance term k144. Mixing with 2v2 and v2 +v4 levels was included in the

calculation but these states are less perturbed and fall below the lower limit of the figure.

The level pattern is complex and clear regions of avoided crossings are apparent. For

example for ki=±15 levels, which are highlighted as bold dots, state switching occurs between

v1(k=15, 1=0) and 2v4(k=13, I=-2) at J=l8 and then between v1(k=15, 1=0) and 2v4(k15, 1=0) at

J=36. An expanded view of the region corresponding to the V1 CARS spectrum is shown at the

bottom of Fig. 2.7 and the first state switch for ki=±15 is emphasized. It is clear from the level

patterns that this and other avoided crossings produce the unusual gap in the CARS spectrum and

that the horizontal clusterings of levels near K=J produce the distinct K subband structure. Marked
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Fig. 2.6. Reduced energy diagram ofQ-branch transitions from the ground state of 32S'603 to v1 and
its perturbing states. States identified as V1 (-), 2v4 (1=-2) (A), 2v4 (1=0) (.), and 2v4 (1=+2) (0) are
at least 50% of the identified states. States that do not have any component greater than 50% are
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v1 K subbands
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Fig. 2.7. Expanded view of Fig. 2.6 oriented to show how the levels (bottom) produce the pattern
seen in the v1 CARS spectrum (top). Marked with a plus symbol are levels responsible for most of
the CARS intensity (contribution greater than 10% of the line of maximum contribution). The
production of the K subbands results from overlap of the strongest transitions (those with J = K, K +
1, K + 2,.,.). The K = 15 levels for v1 are highlighted to emphasize the avoided crossings that give
rise to the unusual structure of the spectrum.
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in this figure with a + symbol are levels which are most important in determining the CARS

intensity.

2.6.2. Comparison of equivalent terms for different states

The AR and AC terms shown in Table 2.1 for 2v2, v2+v4, and 2v4 are in good agreement

with the values found for v2 and v4. The AD terms for 2v4 are very close to what one would expect,

i.e. twice the values of the AD terms for v4. The AD terms for 2v2 and v2+v4 are not so close to the

expected values. However, we have found that if ADJK is fixed at the values expected from v2 and

v4, then the agreement for the AD and ADK terms is much better and the RMS deviation is actually

improved but by less than 2 %. In Table 2.1 we have preferred to leave all the AD terms floating

even though it could be argued that fixing the ADJK terms decreases the interdependence of the AD

terms. The more constants that are fixed, the greater the burden that is placed on the remaining

constants to fit the inevitable measurement errors.

As seen in Table 2.1, the values ofq4 are nearly the same for v4, 2v4, and v2+v4. The or

(Cc4) terms as well as the TL, and
TIK terms are also nearly the same for all three vibrational levels.

As expected, the combination (lJj + 7K) is even closer to being the same for all three levels, ranging

from O.370x107 to Q.380x107cm'. Similarly, the Coriolis terms coupling v2 and v4, v2+v4 and

2v2, and v2+v4 and 2v4 are nearly the same.

In preliminary fits it was found that Q is smaller than Q3 by a factor of ten and is on

the order of5xIO0 cm* As indicated earlier, we have dropped P44 from the final fit. The criterion

used was that we omitted those minor constants that were less than eight times their estimated

uncertainty, thus eliminating A2, A22, and p44. This was done in part to obtain the smallest set of

significant constants for eventual comparison of parameters for different isotopomers.

From the fit alone, the signs of the q4 terms could not be determined. It also was

impossible to determine the absolute signs of the Fermi resonance constants although it was

determined that the sign of k122 must be opposite to the sign of k144. It also was not possible to
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determine the sign of the (Bc24) term. Thus that term can be multiplied byI as long as the Z24j and

Z24K terms also are multiplied by I.

Comparing the present results with the ab initio calculations of Martin (5), as shown in

Table 2.4, indicates that our value of k144 is nearly identical to the ab initio value calculated by

Martin. However our value of k122 is smaller by 12 percent and the sign of the x22 constant is

opposite to that of Martin. This is a consequence of a strong correlation between k122 and the 020000

v0 value that also produces the anomalously large uncertainty seen for the latter in Table 2.1. Since

our deperturbation calculation of the 020000 vibrational level is dependent on the value for kin, we

have also fit the data with the value of k22 fixed at the value given by Martin. That fit has a

standard deviation that is only three percent worse than the fit with k22 floating but the vibrational

levels are in better accord with the constants given by Martin. In particular, the value of x22

becomes +0.119 cm. The other constants are only marginally different. In an attempt to better

define k22, CARS spectra were simulated for both choices but the resulting spectra were judged

equally acceptable. It may be that analyses and calculations underway for the other isotopomers of

SO3 will clarify this matter.
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3. HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED STUDIES OF THE v2, v4 BANDS OF 34S'6O3,

INCLUDING BOTH INTENSITY AND WAVENUMBER PERTURBATIONS

3.1. ABSTRACT

The infrared spectrum of the v2, v4 bending mode region of 34S-substituted sulfur trioxide,

34S'603, has been recorded at a resolution of 0.0025 cm. The v2 and v4 levels are coupled by a

Coriolis interaction, yielding significant spectral shifts that have been successfully analyzed to

obtain rovibrational constants for the ground state and both fundamentals. Comparisons are made

with 32S'O3 parameters and the B0 rotational constant is found to be 0.348 556 03(28) cm1, only

very slightly larger than the corresponding value of 0.348 543 33(5) cm' for 32S1603. Coriolis and

1-type resonance interactions between the v2 and v4 levels produce frequency shifts and strong

intensity perturbations in the spectra that are considered for both 34S'603 and 32S'603. The resulting

analysis yields an average value of +0.62(8) for the dipole derivative ratio (aJIxIaQ4 )/(ajf/aQ2) and

a positive sign for the product of this ratio with the 24 Coriolis constant, for which experiment

gives ±0.5940(15). Ab initio calculations indicate that the signs of and 1f/aQ2 are both

positive and hence 24 is also positive, in agreement with earlier calculations. These signs indicate

that the effective charge movement in the xz plane has the same sense of rotation as Q2, Q4x atom

motion in this plane that produces a p vibrational angular momentum component, correlated motion

that is confirmed by ab initio calculations.
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3.2. INTRODUCTION

Sulfur trioxide, SO3, is a molecule of importance both industrially and environmentally and

has been the subject of infrared and Coherent Raman studies by us and by others (1-7). Very

recently, we reported the analysis of the high resolution spectra of 32S1603, a case that proved

challenging because of extensive mixing of some of the vibrational levels due to Fermi resonance

and Coriolis interactions (8). From detailed analysis of II states and over 11 000 transitions, all

observed perturbations were accounted for and accurate rovibrational constants were obtained for all

four fundamental modes and for a number of combination/overtone levels. The constants

determined for 32S'603 are believed to be one of the most accurate and complete sets available for

any nonlinear polyatomic molecule.

All previous high resolution studies have been on the 32S2603 isotopomer since it is the

most abundant form of SO3. To fully characterize the spectral and physical properties of this

"prototypical" symmetric top molecule, we are engaged in a comprehensive study of 34S- and O-

substituted isotopomers; the 34SO3 isotopic form is considered here. No prior experimental work

has been performed on this isotopomer but estimates have been made of the fundamental

frequencies in three previous force field calculations (9-11). Isotopic replacement by 34S is

especially advantageous since substitution takes place at the center of mass, leaving the ground state

rotational constants and the v totally symmetric stretching frequency almost unchanged. Compared

to substitution by the spectra are not complicated by contributions from mixed isotopic species

such as S'6OO or S'602180, hence they are more readily analyzed.

This paper presents the results of a detailed analysis of the infrared active bending mode

fundamentals, v2 and v4, of 34S'603. From a fitting of more than 7000 transitions, accurate

rovibrational constants are obtained for the V2 and v4 levels and also for the ground state. Intensity

perturbations arising from Coriolis coupling and 1-type resonance have been examined, and a

comparison between experiment and ab initio calculations is included.
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3.3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The equipment and procedures used in these experiments are described in Ref. (7). The

34S'6O3 sample was prepared by oxidation of elemental 34S (99.8 %, Cambridge Isotope

Laboratories2). Typically, 0.1 g 34 and a small sheet of platinum foil were placed in a glass

cylinder with a Teflon stopcock and heated at 50°C for an hour while pumping to remove any

residual water. Excess gaseous 1602 was then added and the cylinder was sealed and heated at

450°C for 24 hours, the platinum serving to catalyze oxidation of the initial SO2 product further to

the desired SO3 form (Contact process).

After cooling, a liquid nitrogen bath was used to freeze the sample and the remaining

oxygen was pumped off. The sample was warmed to about 60°C and any residual SO2 was

removed, leaving sulfur trioxide remaining as a white solid form. Initial infrared spectra suggested

a purity of about 70 % for the sulfur-34 isotopomer. The sulfur-32 contaminant is believed to be

due to exchange with traces of 32S1603 adsorbed on the walls and windows within the sample cell in

previous experiments; the isotopic purity improved to about 90 % with flushing of the cell.

The final spectra were recorded at 25.00 ± 0.02°C at a pressure of 0.47 kPa (3.5 torr) using

a gold-plated cell of 19.95 cm length that was fitted with AgC1 windows. The wavenumber

calibration was performed in the same way for 3S1O3 as described in our earlier paper (7) and it is

estimated that the absolute accuracy of the wavenumber shifts for the different isotopomers is on the

order of ±0.00015 cm. The two measurements were made within a few days of each other.

2

Certain commercial equipment, instruments, and materials are identified in the paper to adequately
specify the experimental procedure. Such identification does not imply recommendations or
endorsements by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, the National Science
Foundation, or the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), nor does it imply that the
materials or equipment identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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3.4. ANALYSIS OF THE SPECTRUM

3.4.1. The Ground State Constants

All of the measurements reported in this work were combined in a single least-squares fit.

Of the 7156 assigned transitions, 5618 of these originated specifically from the ground state. This

includes those for the infrared-active bands v3 and 2v3, which will be discussed in a future

publication. The remaining transitions are for hot bands originating from v2 and v4 levels and these

too will be discussed in a subsequent publication. The wavenumber values of all transitions will be

provided here in a supplementary data file.

The expression used to fit the rotational constants of a nondegenerate vibrational state of

quantum number v is

fYK4 +It'J3(J+ 1 )3+I-t"< J2(J+ I )2K2 +H.J(J+ 1 )K4

+I1"K6 3K ó.[J(J+l)][J(J+l)-2}[J(J+l) 6]. [1]

The rotational constants are given by the power series

BvBe_a(vi+t/2di)+..., [2]

with a similar equation for C. The rotational parameters are the standard ones, the only added

constant being a small splitting term which proved determinable for the K=3 levels of the ground

state.

In the case of 32S'603, microwave measurements (12) of rotational transitions in

centrifugally-distorted molecules allowed the determination of CO3 DK and HK. These three

parameters are not normally accessible from ordinary vibration-rotation spectroscopy and they could

not be determined for the sulfur-34 isotopomer. For this reason, the value of C0 was calculated

assuming the same inertial defect as determined for the ground state of 32SO3 (8), an

approximation believed to be an improvement over the simple planarity assumption that B0 = 2C0.

The constants DK and HK were determined using the planarity relations,
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DK = (2D + [3]

HK = + 4HJK + 5H)!6 [4]

These planarity conditions are considered reasonable choices because they were found to be quite

good in the case of 32S1603. The resultant ground state constants are given in Table 3.1.

3.4.2. Analysis of the V2 and V4 bands

Infrared spectra for 34S'603 in the bending mode region are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.

The experimental trace (b) of Fig. 3.1 shows the well-developed P-Q-R structure of both the v2 and

V4 bands while Fig. 3.2 shows an expanded portion of the v4 band. Although the experimental

spectrum is "rich", one is still able to make out the regular structure arising from different subbands

originating from K=3 to 9 levels of the ground state. Calculated stick spectra are shown in Fig. 3.2

for rR, and "R transitions for these K values. The regularity of the PQ branches made these

assignments straightforward and the absence of Q branches for K not equal to a multiple of three is

apparent, as expected from nuclear spin considerations. The change in intensities in the rR branch as

K increases is quite noticeable, aiding in identification, while the weaker "R branch for K=3 can be

seen growing in intensity as J increases.

The rovibrational analysis of S'6O3 was performed in the same fashion as done in our

previous study (7) of the parent isotopomer 32S'603. A 3 x 3 energy matrix is necessary to properly

account for the strong Coriolis interaction between V2 and V4. The matrix used here is of the form

4I4+> 1V2>

W1 E2 WI,!

W22 WI, E3
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Table 3.1. Ground-State Rotational Constants in cm1

34s'6o3
C0 0.173 988 132(27)° [0.173 994 475JC
B0 0.348 543 328(54) 0.348 556 028(275)
Dx107 3.10856(47) 3.10622(205)
DJKXIO7 5.492 15(57) 5.488 90(414)
DKXIO7 2.568 79(29) [2.564r'
Hxl0'2 0.676(11) 0.645(49)
HJKx1012 2.630(23) 2.442(127)
Hxl02 3.233(31) 2.884(93)
HKXIO'2 1.273(21) [_1.l]e
A0 x1014 0.67(12) 0.30(23)

From Ref. (8).
b

The uncertainties in the last digits (twice the standard deviation) are
given in parentheses.

The value of C0 for 34S 1603 was calculated assuming the inertial
defect is the same as that in 32S1603.
d

The value of DK was calculated using the planarity condition.
The value of HK was calculated using the planarity condition.
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Calculated without
Coriolis intensity mixing

Calculated with

.1 I 111111 I iIIIIhi1th1.
lY24(al.tzIaQ2)(a,.Ix/aQ4) >0

Calculated with
cY24(/Q2)(dP'/iJQ4) <0 (d)

570 550 530 510 490 470 450

Wavenumber (cm)

Figure 3.1. Experimental spectra of V2 and V4 for 34S'603 and calculated spectra showing the
intensity effect of Coriolis coupling between these vibrational modes. Trace (b) is the experimental
spectrum while (a) shows a calculated stick spectrum in which intensity mixing is neglected. Traces
(c) and (d) include the mixing with positive and negative signs, respectively, for the intensity
perturbation parameter defined in the text.
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Pp

xp.

=9

534 533 532 531 530 529 528

Wavenumber (cm 5

Figure 3.2. View of the v4Q/Ri'R region of the spectrum from 528 cm to 534 cm, along with
calculated stick spectra for v4 subbands K=3 through 9. The first two .J lines for each r sequence
have been labeled.
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with E1 = E(v4, J, k + 1, 14 ± 1), E2 E(v2, J, k, 14 = 0), E3 E(v4, J, k 1, + 1),

E(v,J,k, 11= G(v, 1) +F(J,K)+F1(J, k, 1). [5]

Here, k is a signed quantum number, G(v, 1) is the usual vibrational term value, and the band centers

are defined as

= G(v, 1)' G(O, 0)". [6]

F(J, K) is given by Eq. [1] and, for the degenerate v4 levels, the following term is added

F(J, Ic, 1) = 2(C)k1 + i1"J(J+ 1)/c/ + 7(Ic31 ± '2K t[J(J+ l)][J(J+ 1) 2]. [7]

In this equation, the t. term describes a small splitting for the K=2 levels of v4, with the upper sign

used for even J-levels and the lower sign for odd f-levels.

The off-diagonal matrix element, W22, is a 1-type resonance term that couples the /4 = +1

levels of v4 and is defined as

W22<v4,J,k,14 HI v4,J,k+2,l4±2>

= ¼[q4 + q'.J(J+ 1) + qJ4J2(J+ l)2]{(v4 + 1)2 (/4± 1)2]v[J(J + 1) k(k ±

x[J(J+ l)(k+ 1)(k+2)]. [8]

As discussed in References (2), (5), and (7), the v2 and v4 levels are coupled by a strong Coriolis

interaction that can be described by the off-diagonal term

W11 = <v2, v4, I, k± 1,14 ± 1 HI v2+ 1, v4 1,], k, l4>

= ±[(B24) + z24jJ(J+ 1) +Z24K Ic(k± 1)] {(v2+ l)(v4± 14+ l)]

x [J(J+ 1)k(k± 1)]. [9]

This interaction produces appreciable frequency shifts in the spectra; in Figure 3.2, for example, its

neglect produces a shift of 0.05 cm in the line labeled R9(9). The QK Q-branch structure of v4 is

even more dependent on W. PQ9(9) and PQ9(40), experimentally found to be separated by 4.40

cm, would be only 0.07 cm apart and in reversed order if the Coriolis interaction were absent.

Clearly, it is necessary to properly take the W1,1 and W2,2 interactions into account to avoid incorrect

assignments of the transitions.
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The W11 term also causes significant perturbations to the intensities. DiLauro and Mills

(13) have discussed such effects and we follow their approach in our intensity analysis of the v2, V4

spectra. Basically, the coupling serves to mix the three excited-state basis functions to yield three

combined states, each of the form

= alJ+' + biij2' + cMJ4'.
[101

For a transition from the ground state to one of these, the intensity is proportional to the square of

the transition moment

= [a<y".ti4+'> + b<l".LijJ2'> + c<qi"ItI4'>J2. [11]

By expanding the dipole operator in terms of Q2 and Q normal coordinates, it can be shown (13)

that the cross-terms give rise to interference effects that can be modeled to determine the sign and

value of the product (c24)(f/aQ2)(.'VaQ4). We present below such an analysis for both 32S6O3

and 34S'603 isotopomers.

3.5. DISCUSSION

3.5.1. The Ground State Constants

Not surprisingly, the ground state rotational parameters of the sulfur-32 and 34 isotopomers

are very similar in value. The 34SO3 B0 value is 0.348 556 03(28) cm, 0.000 013 cm1 larger than

the corresponding value for 32S1603. The uncertainties (2) are much less than this difference,

indicating that the vibrational ct' corrections are significantly different for the two isotopomers.

The r0 value 141.979 406(58) pm calculated from B0 is accordingly smaller than the corresponding

32S'603 value of 141.981 993(11) pm. Within the uncertainties, the D centrifugal distortion

constants are identical for both isotopomers, as are the DJK parameters. Similarly, the higher order

centrifugal distortion corrections H, HJK and HKJ, and , the K=3 splitting term, are almost

unchanged and are of reasonable magnitude. For all parameters, the uncertainties are about five
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times larger for the 34-isotopomer, a consequence of the smaller number of lines fit and also the

absence of microwave data. Due to the latter absence, no determination of CO3 DK, or HK was

possible and these were fixed using the assumptions described earlier.

3.5.2. Constants for V2 and v4

The parameters determined for the 0l0°0° and 000°l' states are given in Table 3.2. The fit

of v2 and v4 also included transitions for the hot bands 020°0°010°0°, OlO°1LOIO°O°, 010011_

00001!, 000020_00O01, and 000022_000011. This was done to obtain the most accurate constants

possible and to facilitate comparison with 32S'603 parameters, for which the fitting also included hot

bands (8). As mentioned earlier, the details of the analysis for 34S1603 of these hot bands and their

coupling to the V! mode will be presented in a separate publication.

The most noticeable change upon isotopic substitution of sulfur is the vibrational shift in the

band centers, as expected. For the a2" out-of-plane bend the v2 values are 497.57 and 488.80 cm'

for 32 and 34 isotopomers respectively, each about I cm' lower than corresponding ab initio values

of 498.6 and 489.8 cm' calculated by Martin (11). The experimental v2 ratio is 0.9824, slightly

larger than the 0.9822 ratio calculated from the G-matrix relation G22 = 9(11M0 + 3IMs)I(4r2) that

applies for purely harmonic motion. For the e' in-plane bend the v4 values are 530.09 and

527.68 cm' and the near unity value of the frequency ratio, 0.9977, indicates significantly less

sulfur motion for this vibrational mode. The v4 values are again in good accord with the ab initio

values of Martin, which are 528.2 and 525.7 cm for the respective isotopomers (11).

Like the ground state, the rotational constants for the v2 and V4 levels are little changed by

isotopic substitution for the sulfur. For the out-of-plane bend, the vibration-rotation coupling

constants a28 = AB2 and a2' = C2 are both negative, as expected since movement of the sulfur

atom above or below the plane will tend to drag the 0 atoms towards the c axis, thus reducing the

inertial moment about the c (and apparently b) axes. For the in-plane bend, an opposite positive

sign is seen for B and a4', suggesting that there is an extension of the SO bond length as bending

occurs. It is noteworthy that the uncertainties for a29 and a4B are two orders of magnitude larger
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Table 3.2. The Rovibrational Constants in cm for V2 and v4

32I63 a 34s1603

V2

v0 497.567 736(16)b 488.799 189(17)
ACx103 0.127783(42) 0.125693(114)
zBxiO3 0.8040(49) 0.769 1(221)
ADx101° 18.35(38) 19.10(34)
ADJKx1O -23.34(88) -25.05(123)
ADKX10 6.28(59) 7.28(111)
AHx10' -0.673(72) [0671d

MIJKXIO 2.86(23) 2.52(34)
AJ4x10'3 -4.11(27) -3.12(59)
.HKXlO 1.93(11) 1.27(28)

Number of transitions 2921 1743
RMS Deviation 0.00012 cm' 0.000 13 cm

V4

v0 530.086 424(14) 527.681 547(13)
Cx103 -0.157 285(28) -0.161 791(59)

AB xiO3 -0.075 2(25) -0.063 1(110)
ADx10'° 10.73(32) 10.33(25)
LS.DJKX1O -38.24(66) -37.29(70)
/.DKXl0 28.10(39) 27.47(57)
M1,xlO'3 0.516(70) [0.52]
MIJK>(IO -2.23(21) -2.07(18)
\Hx10'3 3.15(24) 2.73(32)
AHKxIO -1.421(91) -1.168(151)
(C4) -0.085 195 2(11) -0.082 001 1(53)
ij,x107 -9.06(14) -8.33(54)
11KX1O 8.69(14) 7.95(54)
qxlO4 4.616(49) 4.307(221)
(B24) 0.200 57(10) 0.207 06(52)
z24x107 -5.013(31) -4.848(127)
Z24K)<10 3.354(1 1) 3.437(29)
t4x10' 9.5(11) 11.8(17)
Number of transitions 4383 2437
RMS Deviation 0.000 1 1 cm 0.000 1 1 cm1

a From Ref. (8).
b The uncertainties in the last digits (twice the standard deviation) are given in
parentheses.

The value of C0 for 34S1603 was calculated assuming the inertial defect is the same as
that in 32S'603.
d The value ofDK was calculated using the planarity condition.

The value of H was calculated using the planarity condition.
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than for cx2C' and c. This is a consequence of the strong correlation between these constants and

has been discussed previously for 32S1603 (7, 13). Taking the covariance between these parameters

into account, one finds a greatly reduced uncertainty for the linear combination ½u2B + cL4B =

0.000 321 428(65) cm', a fortunate result since this combination is needed in correctingB0 to the

equilibrium Be value.

In general, since fewer lines were fitted than for 32S'603, the constants for 34S1603 are not

determined to the same accuracy, although they are still of high quality. The C4, q, AD and All

constants were essentially the same for both isotopomers but, in the case of AJ-1 for 34S'603, the

value was poorly determined so it was set equal to that of the value for 32S'603 times the ratio of

ground state H values. The BC/24 term responsible for coupling of the v2 and v4 levels was about

0.20 cm' for both isotopomers and, as mentioned earlier, its inclusion in the fit was essential to an

accurate modeling of both transition frequencies and intensities of the spectra.

3.5.3. Intensity Perturbations

The effect of the BC.24 term on intensities can be seen in Fig. 3.1 by comparing the

experimental trace (b) with (a), the stick spectrum calculated by ignoring the cross terms in Eq. [11]

(mixing of the ±1 states of v4 by the q 1-type resonance term is included however). Clearly, the Q

branch structure of v4 near 530 cm does not match that of the experiment nor are the relative P and

R branch intensities of v2 reproduced. DiLauro and Mills (13) have discussed the need to account

for the Coriolis perturbations to rovibrational line intensities of molecules, and Kaldor et al. (3)

previously fit the band contours of the v2 and v4 modes of 32S1603. For SO3, the perturbations

depend most heavily (13) on the quantity (24)(/aQ2)(f/Q4), referred to as the "intensity

perturbation product" in the remainder of this paper.

We have gone beyond the rough contour-fitting procedure of Kaldor e al. by performing a

least-squares fit of individual line intensities for 2743 and 2024 transitions of 32S'603 and 34S1603

respectively. Peak line intensities were used and only transitions employed in the fitting of the

rovibrational constants were included. Only well-defined lines that fell within a range of 0.1 to 1.5
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absorbance units were utilized and any lines thought to be overlapped (width greater than 0.002

cm) were excluded. The intensities were calculated by including all mixing terms in Eq. [11],

along with the usual Boltzmann and line strength factors. Because the absorption cell was carefully

temperature controlled, the uncertainty in the temperature of the gas is only a minor contributor to

the uncertainty in the intensity measurement. The most important source of error is expected to be

our estimate of the line intensities from measurements of the peak intensities of each line. Since the

intensity measurements for each isotopomer were taken from a single FTS spectrum, the uncertainty

in the pressure of the gas did not contribute to the error in the estimate of the ratio of the dipole

derivatives.

The program used to calculate the line intensities (SymCalc) is a greatly modified version

of the program used by Kaldor el al. (3) which in turn was developed by Mills and coworkers. The

fitting gives the sign of the intensity perturbation product, as well as the absolute ratio of the dipole

derivatives.

Figure 3.3 shows for both isotopomers plots of reduced x2 as the ratio (af/Q4)/

(f/aQ2) was varied in our intensity analysis. In this figure X2 is the sum of (Icaiclexp)2 values,

normalized such that the minimum value of reduced x2 for each isotopomer is equal to unity. As

seen in this figure, double minima are produced which correspond to ratios of ±0.64(8) for 32S1603

and ±0.61(8) for 34S'603. For the sulfur-32 isotopomer, our value is in good agreement with a ratio

of +0.7 determined by Kaldor et al. in fitting the overall band contours. We have also calculated

this ratio in ab initio computations using Gaussian 98 (14) and obtain a similar, but somewhat

larger, value of ±0.84 for a 6-31 1G** basis set at the B3LYP level. In no case is the sign of the

dipole derivative ratio determined from experiment, nor is it in the present work. The lower reduced

X2 minimum shown in Fig. 3.2 for a positive dipole derivative ratio is misleading since a positive

value has been assumed for 24 in the calculations. In fact, the intensity modeling simply

determines that the sign of the product is positive. A direct visual

confirmation is seen in Fig. 3.1, where the overall fit for positive sign (trace c) is clearly better than
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Figure 3.3. Plot of Reduced X2 versus (f/aQ4)/(af/Q2) for the least-squares fitting of
experimental intensities for 32S'603 and 34SO3. For the latter, the two minima occur at +0.61 and
0.61 and yield the calculated traces c and d respectively in Fig. 3.1.
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that for negative sign (trace d). In particular, the relative intensities of the v2 p and R branches

gives the best indication as to which sign is correct. We note that the intensities of the different v2,

v4 branches are in good accord with the relative intensity predictions in Table III of DiLauro and

Mills. (13)

Although the signs of the dipole derivatives are not directly accessible from experiment,

they can be deduced from ab initio calculations of the dipole moment as the molecule is distorted

from the equilibrium geometry along the Q2 and Q coordinates. Fig. 3.4 shows the coordinates Q2,

taken to be positive for displacement of the sulfur along the positive z-axis and Q4, taken to be

positive for an increase of the angle ct1. The dipole moment is taken as positive when the dipole

points to the positive end of the charge asymmetry. With these definitions, a B3LYP Gaussian

calculation with a 6-3 11 G** basis set indicates that (f/Q2) and (a,fIQ4) are both positive (the

same signs are also obtained for other level and basis set choices). The sense of the transition

dipoles are indicated in the figure and it is seen that these are consistent with the simple conceptual

picture of movement of a positively-charged sulfur atom relative to negatively-charged oxygen

atoms. Since the overall perturbation term is positive, these results

indicate that the '24 term is of positive sign. It is gratifying that this sign agrees with that deduced,

not from intensity considerations, but from force field calculations by Dorney, Hoy and Mills (15)

and by Martin (11).

Finally, we note that, by analogy with the arguments of DiLauro and Mills (13), the

overall positive sign of the intensity perturbation product implies that the direction of rotation of

effective charge in the xz plane is the same as that for the atom motion in the Q2 and Q,, modes that

produces the p vibrational angular momentum component, i.e. both clockwise or both

counterclockwise. This has been confirmed by our ab initio calculations, in which the direction of

rotation of the dipole moment was found to follow that of atom displacements that produces a

clockwise rotational motion such as that depicted in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.4. Cartesian displacements and effective charge displacements in Q2 and Q4 of SO3,

showing the sign relation between the dipole moment derivatives. Positive values ofQ and Q4x are
indicated by the arrows on the atoms and ab initio calculations give the transition dipole directions
shown in the figure, with the dipole taken as positive when the arrow points to the positive charge.
The coupling of Q2. and Q4 by the Bt24 term produces a p component of vibrational angular
momentum. The bottom figure shows that for Py corresponding to a net clockwise motion of the
atoms in the xz plane, a similar clockwise rotation of the effective charge (dipole moment) is
predicted from both experimental and ab initio results.
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4. ANALYSIS OF THE v2, v4 INFRARED HOT BANDS AND v1 CARS SPECTRUM OF
34I6

4.1. ABSTRACT

High resolution (0.00 15 cm) infrared spectroscopy has been used to study the 34S'603 IR-

active hot bands originating from the v2 and v4 bending mode levels and terminating in the states

2v2 (1=0), v2+v4 (1=±l), and 2v4 (1=0, ±2). The upper states are strongly coupled via Fermi

resonance and indirect Coriolis interactions to the v1 symmetric stretching mode levels that are oriiy

directly accessible from the ground state via a Raman-active transition. A Coherent anti-Stokes

Raman (CARS) spectrum of v1 for 34S'603 is presented which is dramatically different from the

corresponding one for 32S'603. From the infrared transitions, accurate rovibrational constants are

deduced for all the mixed states, leading to deperturbed values for v1, ctiB, and ctic of 1064.920(84),

0.000 834 5(54), and 0.000 410(11) cm respectively. The uncertainties in the last digits are shown

in parentheses and represent two standard deviations. These parameters reproduce the unresolved

Q-branch contour of the CARS spectrum very well. Various other rotational and vibrational

parameters have been determined, leading to values of B = 0.349 760 6(33) cm and re =

14 1.734 70(68) pm, values that are identical (within experimental error) to those found for 32S'603.

4.2. INTRODUCTION

Sulfur trioxide has been the subject ofa number of infrared and coherent Raman studies by

us and by others (1-8). Recently, we reported the analysis of the high resolution spectra of 32S'603,

a case that proved challenging because of extensive mixing of some of the vibrational levels due to
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Fermi resonance and Coriolis interactions (8). From this analysis, accurate rovibrational constants

were obtained for all four fundamental modes, including v1, the Raman active symmetric stretch,

and for a number of combination/overtone levels. Using only information available from infrared

active transitions, we were able to simulate the complex and irregular v1 coherent anti-Stokes

Raman (CARS) spectrum with remarkable accuracy (8).

No high resolution JR or Raman data have been reported previously for any 34S- or ISO..

substituted form of SO3, a situation we are correcting. Our interest in 34SO3 was spurred in part by

the v1 complexity seen in the case of 32S1603. Fig. 4.1 compares v1 CARS spectra for the 32S1603

and 34516Q3 isotopomers. Substitution at the center of mass for this symmetric stretching mode

should leave the band center and rotational constants virtually unchanged but, clearly, the spectra of

these two isotopomers are very different. Upon 34S substitution, the Q-branch is lowered by

approximately 0.7 cm and the distinct rotational K-band structure seen in the case of 32S'603 has

coalesced into a "lumpy' Q-branch of about 0.3 cm width. These differences seemed likely to be a

consequence of subtle mass effects on the v1 level interactions and, in light of the successful

analysis made on these interactions in 32S1603 (8), we undertook a similar treatment for 34S'603.

We have now completed the analysis of all four fundamental modes of the 34S-substituted

isotopomer of sulfur trioxide. A paper on the v3 and 2v3 transitions is in preparation, and very

recently we reported the rovibrational constants for the ground state and the v2 and v4 levels of

4S'6O3 (9). Buried in the v2 and V4 spectral region, we have identified transitions corresponding to

the hot bands 020°0°-0 1 0°0°, 01001 'OlO°O°, 01001 '-000° 1', 000°2°-000° I', and 000°2-000° 11.

Here, we present accurate rovibrational constants for these upper states and, indirectly from the

subtle interactions that exist between these upper levels and the v1 levels, the parameters responsible

for the V1 CARS band of Fig. 4.1. These parameters are compared with those obtained for the

parent isotopomer and also with those from an ab initio calculation (10).
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Figure 4.1. The CARS spectra ofv1 for 32S'603 and 34S'603
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4.3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The equipment and procedures used in these experiments are described in Ref. (9). The

34S'603 sample was prepared by oxidation of elemental 34S (99.8 %, Cambridge Isotope

Laboratories2) in excess gaseous 1602 in the presence of Pt foil at 450°C (Contact process). The

remaining 02 and some SO2 were removed via vacuum distillation. Our spectra showed a 32

isotopic content of about 10 %, presumably as a result exchange on the walls of the manifold and

absorption cell that had previously held a sample of 32S'603. The final spectra were recorded at 25.0

°C at a pressure of 0.47 kPa (3.5 torr) using a gold-plated cell of 19.95 cm length that was fitted with

AgCI windows. The wavenumber calibration was performed in the same way for 34S'603 as

described in our earlier paper (7) and it is estimated that the absolute accuracy of the wavenumber

shifts for the different isotopomers is on the order of ±0.000 15 cm.

The CARS spectrum was measured on the coherent Raman apparatus at Oregon State

University, which was described in Ref. (II). Details related to the recording of the CARS

spectrum are given in Ref. (6) and the CARS spectrum of the v1 region for 34S16O3 is given in Figure

4.1. It should be noted that the spectrum consists only of Q-branch transitions and that, despite an

instrumental resolution of about 0.00 1 cm, no rotational structure is resolved. Nonetheless, as in

the case of 32S'603 (8), the CARS spectrum served as a important guide in locating the region of

interacting levels and in making assignments. We emphasize however that only well-resolved

infrared hot-band transitions were used in the least-squares fitting that gave the constants for V1.

2 Certain commercial equipment, instruments, and materials are identified in the paper to adequately
specif' the experimental procedure. Such identification does not imply recommendations or
endorsements by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, the National Science
Foundation, or the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), nor does it imply that the
materials or equipment identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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4.4. RESULTS

Figure 4.2 shows the experimental spectrum (top) for the v2 and v4 region of 34S1603 and

about 5700 features resolved in this trace have been assigned to v2 or v4 transitions (9). After also

accounting for those features due to 32S'603, it was possible to identify and assign an additional

1743 lines to the hot bands 2v2v2, (v2+v4)v2, (v2+v4)v4, 2v4(l=0) v4, 2v4(1=2) v4. The bands

calculated for these are shown in the lower traces of the figure, with the intensities based on

appropriate Boltzmann and line strength factors but not adjusted for intensity perturbations caused

by state mixing. In the analogous case of32S'603 it was also possible to identify a number of vi v4

hot band transitions but for 34S'603 these were less intense and hence deduction of the v1 levels was

achieved indirectly through small perturbations seen in the other hot band lines of Fig. 4.2. A listing

of all observed and calculated transitions assigned in the v2 and v4 region, along with intensities and

deduced molecular parameters is provided in a supplementary file provided in Ref. (9).

4.5. ANALYSIS OF SPECTRA

Since the lower States of the hot-band transitions were either v2 or v4, the least-squares

analysis included all the transitions reported in our earlier paper (9) as well as those involving the

states v3 and 2v3 (parameters for the latter states will be reported in a future publication). The

remaining part of this section is concerned with the fit of the upper states of the hot-band transitions,

the fit of the lower states having been described in Ref. (9).

The data were fit to a Hamiltonian matrix that included the following vibrational energy

levels: lOO°0°, 000°2°, 020°0°, 000022, and 0l0°l The form of this is given in Ref (7); generally,
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Figure 4.2. Infrared spectrum of the v2, V4 region of 34S'603 (top) and calculated spectra of hot
bands involving the v1-perturbing states. Calculated spectra are approximately at the correct relative
intensities.
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with the exception of a few low J levels, the matrix contained a minimum of seven rows and seven

columns for each value of I

The diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian matrix take the standard form

E(v,J, k, 1) = G(v, 1) + BJ(J+l)+(CB)k2 2(CC)k1+ 1iJ(J l)kl

+H'J3(J+ 1) +H'J2(J+ l)2k2+JJ''J(J+ l)k4

+ I/< k6 + splitting terms. [1]

Here we use the convention that lower case k and I = 14 are signed quantities and much of the

discussion in this paper gives the sign of I on the assumption that k is positive. Using Eq. [1] the

band origins are given by

V0 = G(v, 1)' G(v, 1)". [2]

In Table 4.1 we give the 2v2, v2+v4, and 2v4 vibrational energy levels in wavenumbers with respect

to a zero ground state so that G(O,O) = 0. The splitting terms were the same as described in Ref. (7);

as an example, the splitting of the K = 2 levels of v4 is given by

±E2K t4 [.J(J+l)][J(J+1)-2] [3]

The off-diagonal matrix elements (8) represent interactions of three types: vibrational

(Fermi-resonances), Coriolis between vibrational states, and Coriolis within a vibrational state (I-

resonances). The vibrational off-diagonal matrix elements were:

[4]

and

Wi22=<v1,v2,J,k,lIHIv+1,v2-2,J,k,!>=k122+k'j22J(J+1). [5]

The Coriolis terms that coupled states with different vibrational quantum numbers were the same

terms that coupled v2 with v4, namely:

= <v2,v4, J, k± 1,14 ± I IH!v2+ 1, v4 1, J, k, 14>

= ±[(B24)+ z24jJ(J+l) + Z24K k(k±1)] [(v2+1)(v4±14+l)f [J(J+1)k(k±1)] [6]
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Two types of Coriolis terms were included to couple different k and 1 levels within a vibrational

state;

W2,2<v4O,J,k,14 Hv4,J,k±2,l4±2>

¼q4{[(v4+ l)2(14 ± 1)2][J(J+ l)k(k± 1)][J(J+ l)(k± l)(k±2)]}, [7]

W2=<v4=2,J,k,14 HIv4=2,J,k±2,144>

= '/2Q4{[J(J+ l)k(k± l)][J(J+ l)(k± 1)(k±2)]},
[8]

As in our earlier papers (7-9), the off-diagonal Coriolis matrix elements are labeled so that the first

subscript indicates the Ak and the second subscript indicates the Al of the coupling.

The observed transition wavenumbers were fit with a non-linear least-squares program that

combined all of the present measurements on 34S1603. Since the data set was not as extensive as that

of the parent isotopomer, an exactly equivalent set of parameters could not be determined and some

assumptions were made. The AD terms for V1 all had large uncertainties in our initial fit, so these

differences were fixed to those determined for 32S1603. The same assumption was made for the AD

and Al-li terms for 2v2, 2v4, and v2 + V4 states. The other All terms for these hot band levels were

fixed at appropriate combinations of the All terms found for V2 and v4, e.g. AHJA{2v2) 2 AllJx(V2),

etc.. For v1 all the All terms were set to zero because the fit was insensitive to them. Table 4.1 gives

the constants determined from the analysis of all the hot-band transitions, except that the parameters

for v1 are listed in Table 4.2. In both tables we give the changes in the constants from the ground

J J Jstate values so that, for instance, AD = D D0



Table 4.1. The Rovibrational Constants in cm for the v2, v4 States Involved in This Work on the Fundamentals and Hot Bands of 3451603

constant v2 2v2 v2+v4 v4 2v4(/=0) 2v4(12)v0 488.799 189(17)" 977.584(86) 1016.732 783(65) 527.681 547(13) 1055.001 1(71) 1055.636 902(65)zc x103 0.125 693(114) 0.249 42(150) -0.036 99(144) -0.161 791(59) -0.324 881(576) [-0.324 881],x1O3 0.769 1(221) 1.525(239) 0.685 0(626) -0.063 1(110) -0.112(120) [-0.112].D1x10'° 19.10(34) {445}r {20.8} 10.33(25) {21.2} [21.2]L.DJKXlO -25.05(123) {-63.2} {-41.7} -37.29(70) {-75.3} [-75.3]DKxIO 7.28(111) {21.4} {22.6} 27.47(57) {55.2} [55.2]AH,xlO'3 {-0.67} [134]d [-0.150] {0.52} [1.04] [1.04]M-IJKX1O 2.52(34) [5.04] [0.45] -2.07(18) [-4.15] [-4.15]H,x1013 -3.12(59) [-6.24] [-0.39] 2.73(32) [5.47] [5.47]MIKxIO 1.27(28) [2.55] [0.11] -1.168(151) [-2.34] [-2.34](C4)
-0.081 623(90) -0.082 001 1(53) -0.081 828 7(295)37jX I 0
-7.99(278) -8.33(54) -8.04(294)IJKX1

7.61(277) 7.95(54) 7.65(294)qx104
4.30(121) 4.307(221) 4.11(121)(B24) 0.207 15(283) 0.207 06(52) 0.207 14(285fZ24X107 _5.08(73)e -4.848(127) -4.61 1(695Z24KX 1

7

3 .66(24)e 3.437(29) 3 .333(224t4xl0''
11.8(17)Q4x106

{-3.72}Number of transitions 1743 449 443 2437 243 401RMS deviation 0.00013 cm 0.00017 cm1 0.00017 cm 0.00011 cm1 0.00021 cm 0.00016 cm'
"The uncertainties are two standard deviations. They refer to the last digits and are shown in parentheses. Values in brackets are assumed.b zC = C' - CO3 AB = B' - B0, etc.

Constants enclosed in {brackets} were fixed to the same value as for 32S'603.d
Constants enclosed in [brackets] were fixed to the appropriate combination ofvalues from the v2/v4 fundamentals."Contained in the W1,1 term for v2+v4 interacting with 2v2.

1Contained in the W1,1 term for v2+v4 interacting with 2v4(l=0) and 2v4(l=2).
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Table 4.2. The Rovibrational Constants in cm for V1

constant 32S16OI'

1064.924(1 1)b
1064.920(84)

AGx103 0.418 19(58) 0.41040(1123)
.B x103 0.840 93(64) 0.834 47(539)
.Dx10'° 28.5(37) (285}d
D.x10'° 54.1(74) {-54.I

ADKX10 25.1(41) {25.1}

From Ref. (8)
b

The uncertainties are two standard deviations. They refer
to the last digits and are shown in parentheses.

C C' CO3AB B'B0, etc
d

Constants enclosed in {brackets} were fixed to the same
value as for 32S1603.
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4.6. DISCUSSION

4.6.1. The Rovibrational Constants for the v2/v4 Hot Bands

Table 4.1 lists the v21v4 rovibrational parameters deduced from a global fit of all transitions

observed for 34S'603, including hot band transitions mentioned above. An analogous list of values

for 32S6O3 can be found in Table 4.1 of Ref (8). Not surprisingly, the v2/v4 parameters are very

similar for the two isotopomers, although the standard errors are generally several times larger in the

present case due to the reduced number (79 %) of fitted transitions. As expected, the values for vo,

AB, and AC for the various hot bands are decreased slightly due to the increased mass upon

substitution of 32S with 34S. The v0 values permit evaluation of some of the anharmonicity

constants, as discussed below.

It is noteworthy that the values of AB and AC for the 2v2, 2v4 overtone levels are very

nearly twice the corresponding values for the v2, v4 levels; in most cases, within the uncertainties,

the ratio may be taken to be exactly two. Similarly, the AB and AC values determined for the v2+v4

state are within 3 % of the sum ofv2 v4 values. Similar results were obtained for 32S1603 and it is

seen from these and other overtone results that, when the data do not permit determination of all

parameters, it is quite a good approximation to simply fix the AB and AC values of

overtone/combinational levels at appropriate combinations of the values determined for fundamental

transitions.

The (C4) and (B24) Coriolis terms for the two molecules are interesting. Here the effect

of vibrational quantum number has been removed and, for the 0001 state, we are using the usual

convention that for the AK=+ I transitions the product ki used in Eq. (1) is positive and for A.K=-1

the product is negative. However, for the 0002 state the reverse is the case. The constants should

be nearly identical for different levels and indeed it is seen that (C4) is nearly constant at an

average value of 0.818 cm' for the degenerate levels v4, 2v4, and v2+v4. This value is slightly
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smaller in magnitude than the corresponding average of 0.850 cnf' observed for 32S'O3.

Assuming the same 32S'603 value of C = C for both isotopomers we obtain values of 0.468 and

0.486 respectively. These results compare well with values of 0.452 and 0.471 calculated

using the observed vibrational frequencies for 34S'603 and 32S'603 in the harmonic force field

program ASYM 40 (12).

For the v2/v4 interaction constant (Bc24), it is seen in Table 4.1 that this value is also

virtually identical for all the interacting states. It is interesting that the average (Bc24) for the 34-16

isotopomer, 0.2071 cm, is actually larger than the corresponding average, 0.2008 cm1, for 32S1603.

This indicates that the c24 term increases somewhat on 34S substitution. In fact, this behavior is

predicted by the force field calculations, the values of
c24 being +0.5234 and +0.5 143 for 34S1603

and 32SO3, respectively. We note that the signs of both t and ç24 depend upon the symmetry

coordinate definition, for which we adopt the convention of Dorney, Hoy and Mills (13). As

discussed in Ref. (9), intensity considerations confirm a positive sign for
c24.

Finally, we note that the values of the small J and K corrections to the various parameters

show a pleasing consistency and similarity, as does the value of the off-diagonal coupling constant

q. In the case of 2v4(1=2), the value of the term Q in the W2 matrix element could not be

determined for 34S'603, so it was set equal to the value of 32S'603.

4.6.2. The V1 Constants and the Calculated CARS Spectrum

Upon isotopic substitution at the center of mass, the frequency of v1 is expected to remain

constant since the symmetric stretch does not involve movement of the center of mass. However,

since the levels of v1 interact with those of the hot bands of v2 and v4, both of which do have a

component of sulfur motion, these latter levels are expected to be further away from the v1 levels for

34S1603 than for 32S'603. For example, the 2v2 and 2v4 (1=0) levels that have a direct Fermi-

resonance interaction with v1 drop in frequency by 17.4 cm and 4.8 cm respectively. This
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change in energy for the perturbing bands is the major cause of the rotational structure changes that

are seen in the CARS spectrum of3451603.

Because of state mixing, the infrared hot band studies of the 2v2, 2v4 and v2+v4 levels give

information about the "hidden" v1 levels that determine the CARS spectrum. Figure 4.3 shows a

reduced energy diagram for the case of 34S'603 and an analogous display for 32S'603 is given in Fig.

6 in Ref. (8). The reduced energy is the difference E'(J,K) E"(J,K) and hence can be compared

directly with the Q-branch feature seen in the CARS spectrum. The display shows the energy

variation as a function of .1 for the various Ki bands of the interacting states. Although included in

the fitting, the levels for 2v2 and v2+v4 are not displayed since they are at lower reduced energy and

do not show the interesting avoided crossings that are apparent in the region near 1064 cm in

Figure 4.3.

For the case of 32S1603 (8), the most important avoided crossings were found to occur in the

KI=I 5 series. Due to population factors, this value of KI contributes appreciably to the more

intense portion of the v1 spectrum and the strong perturbations were very evident in the K subband

structure. For 34S'603 the corresponding avoided crossings are found to occur at a much higher KI

value of 27. This is a consequence of the fact that the perturbing state, 2v4 (I=-2), is lower than for

the parent isotopomer by 4.8 cm'. Since V1 for 34S'603 is relatively unperturbed for the lower

values of I and K, we see a concentration of these levels in a much smaller energy range, leading to

the CARS spectrum about a quarter of the width seen for 32S1603

A detailed view of the level structure in the 1066 cm' region is displayed (horizontally) at

the bottom of Fig. 4.4 to show how the level pattern leads to the Q-branch pattern seen in the CARS

spectrum (top). An analogous display for 32S1603 is given in Fig. 7 in Ref. (8) and in both cases,

levels denoted by a + symbol are ones that contribute a CARS intensity equal to at least 10 % of that

of the transition of maximum intensity. Also included for illustrative purposes are the calculated

stick spectra for the V1 mode for K = 0, 24, and 27 subband sequences with .J=K, K+l, K+2, ... In

each case, the Q-branch transition for JK is indicated with an arrow. The K=0 series (Fig. 4.4e)
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Figure 4.3. Reduced energy diagram of Q-branch transitions from the ground state of 34S'603 to V1

and its perturbing states. States identified as v1 (-), 2v4 (l=-2) (A), 2v4 (1=0) (.), and 2v4 (l=+2) (0)
are at least 50 % of the identified state. States that do not have any component greater than 50 % are
denoted as mixed states (+).
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1065.6 1065.8 1066.0 1066.2 1066.4 1066.6

Wavenumber(cmt)

Figure 4.4. Experimental and calculated CARS spectra for 34S'603 (a-b), along with an expanded
view of Figure 4.3 showing the level pattern (f) to illustrate how this pattern contributes to the
appearance of the spectrum. Those levels with 10% or greater of the maximum intensity are
designated with a +. Stick spectra for K=27, 24, and 0 are included showing the level pattern for
these K subbands to illustrate the role of perturbations on the spectrum (c-e). The start of each
sequence (J=K) is indicated with an arrow.
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begins at 1066.21 cm, reaches a band head at J=24 and then reverses to higher energy, with J=32

at 1066.34 cm' being the last transition displayed. Similar band heads are seen for other K series;

that for K=24 is shown as the middle stick spectrum (d). However at K=27 (Fig. 4.4c), the avoided

crossing occurs, and instead of a band head, there is a dramatic negative jump of 0.1 cm' in going

from the first line (J=27) to the J=28 feature at lower cm'. The spacing of the higher J lines then

increases, spreading the intensity so that the distinctK subband structure seen for 32S'603 at high K

values is not apparent for the 34 isotopomer.

It is thus seen that the band heads of the lowK series overlap to produce the narrow, lumpy

Q-branch contour seen in the CARS spectrum. This pattern is well reproduced by the calculated

CARS spectrum shown below the experimental trace at the top of Fig. 4.4. The corresponding

parameters deduced for v1 (using only infrared transitions) are given in Table 4.2. We note that only

26 of the infrared transitions were to upper states that contained at least 10 % v1 character; in

contrast over 400 such transitions were identified for 32S'603 The consequence is that, even after

fixing the AD terms at those for 32S'603, the uncertainties in v1, AB and AC are almost an order of

magnitude larger than those for 32S'603. Nonetheless, it is pleasing that the v1 values for the

symmetric stretching mode are found to be identical when all perturbations are accounted for.

Within their uncertainties, the AB1 and AC1 values are also identical for both isotopomers and in

each case AB1 is very close to twice AC1. Both constants are negative, corresponding to a decrease

in the rotational constant and an increase in the average SO bond length when the symmetric stretch

is excited.

4.6.3. The Anharmonic Constants for 34S'603

The Fermi resonance coupling terms k22 and k144 that couple the V1 levels to the other

states are given in Table 4.3, along with some of the other anharmonicity parameters deduced from

overtone and combination levels. The consequence of neglecting the Fermi resonance terms is quite

evident in the calculated CARS spectra shown in Figure 4.5. Clearly, all coupling terms must be

included for a proper simulation of the observed spectra and an accurate determination of the
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Table 4.3. Vibrational Constants in cm for 32S'603 and 34S'603

constant Ref. (8) Ref (10) This work Ref. (10)
X22 0.058 7(62) 0078b 0.007 2(43 1) 0.075
X33 5.451 2(42) 5.428 5.279 9(4) 5.263
X44 0.019 75(28) 0.011 0.022 04(177) 0.007
x24 0.248 197(20) 0.282 0.252 047(66) 0.284

2.866 7(42) 2.815 2.75 1 2(4) 2.699
0.15967(28) 0.151 0.15895(178) 0.143

k,22 9.943(44) 11.12 10.023(376) 10.93
k'122x105 2.51(19) {_2.51}c
k144 1.519 0(23) 1.56 1.338 3(292) 1.45
I/44 xl 5 2.695(91) 2.990(792)
kK144x105 2.617(89) 2.890(744)

' The uncertainties are two standard deviations. They refer to the last digits
and are shown in parentheses.
' Deperturbed value (Private communication, Ref 10).

Constants enclosed in {brackets} were fixed to the same value as for32S'603.
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Figure 4.5. Effect on the v1 CARS spectrum (a, experimental spectrum) of setting the Fermi
resonance constants k122 and k144 to zero (b-d, calculated spectra).
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rovibrational constants. The anharmonic constant k122 is found to be nearly constant at 10.0 cm' for

both isotopomers and is about 10 % smaller than ab initio values of 10.93 and 11.12 cm calculated

by Martin (10) for 34 and 32 forms respectively. The k144 constant is considerably smaller than k122

and the values for both isotopomers are closer to the corresponding ab initio values. It should be

noted that the mass dependence of these "potential constants" comes from the fact that the

corresponding cubic terms are written in terms of mass-weighted normal coordinates; if written in

terms of internal coordinates, the potential is expected to be isotopically invariant.

Table 4.3 lists the x,, anharmonicity parameters determined in our 34S'603 studies and most

are quite similar to those obtained for 32S6O3. Unfortunately we were not able to determine a

reliable value for x22 for 34S'603, but it might be noted that x33 and x33 are better determined than in

the case of 32S'603 Most of Martin's calculated ab inllio parameters are in good accord with our

experimental values, with x44 being a possible exception.

4.6.4. The Rotational Constants and Equilibrium Bond Length for 34S'603

Table 4.4 gives values for the rotational parameters that have been determined for 34S'603,

along with those found previously for 32S'603 (8). Since parameters for all four fbndamentals have

been obtained, it is possible to determine the a and y corrections of the B0 rotational constant to the

equilibrium value in the usual equation

B = B + (v1+V2d,) y (v1+'/2d1)(v+V2d) [9]

A similar relation applies for the C constant but, unlike the case of 32S'603, a microwave

determination of C0 is not available for 34S'603 so Ce cannot be calculated.

The table gives constants obtained from the analysis both with and without the terms.

The a and y constants are quite similar for both 32 and 34 isotopomers but the uncertainties are

larger for the latter, particularly for the ajBC constants. As noted previously (8) the a and B

constants are strongly correlated, resulting in large apparent uncertainties, but the combination Yza2B

+ 4 is well determined, as is the combination ¼122 + 144 + '/2124 for B. This is a fortunate outcome
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Table 4.4. Rotational Constants" for 32S'603 and 34S'603

32SI6Ob

constant' C constants C constants" C constants C constants"
C0 0.173 988 13(3)e
a1x103 0.418 19(58) 0.418 19(58) 0.410 40(1 123) 0.41040(1123)
a2x103 -0.131 84(42) -0.127 78(4) -0.128 55(293) -0.125 69(11)

l0 0.597 48(22) 0.599 25(7) 0.584 15(26) 0.585 6 1(7)
c4x103 0.154 64(21) 0.157 29(3) 0.159 40(157) 0.161 79(6)
(V2a2+a4')x103 0.088 72(33) 0.093 39(4) 0.095 12(303) 0.098 94(11)
y22x105 -0.143(21) -0.098(75)
y33x iø -0.059(6) -0.049(7)
y44x105 -0.068(4) -0.065(29)
y24x105 -0.119(20) -0.090(143)
(¼y22+y44+½y24)xl

5 -0.164(13) -0.134(119)
constant' B constants B constants'2 B constants B constants'2

B0 0.348 543 0.348 556 03(28)
a1x 10 0.840 93(64) 0.840 93(64) 0.834 47(539) 0.834 47(539)
a2x103 -0.811 44(3854) -0.803 96(493) -0.803 66(30382) -0.769 10(2213)
c3x103 1.127 11(36) 1.130 48(9) 1.109 02(33) 1.11259(6)
a4x103 0.072 52(1902) 0.075 24(245) 0.073 87(15113) 0.063 11(1101)
C/2c2+c4)x103 -0.333 20(34) -0.326 74(5) -0.327 96(88) -0.321 44(7)
y22x105 0.417(1513) -0.678(11963)
y33x105 -0.112(10) -0.119(10)
y44x105 0.173(747) 0.709(6023)
y24x105 -1.583(762) -2.100(6256)
(¼y22+44+Y2y24)X I 0 -0.5 14(27)J -0.511(204)
Be 0.349 764 0(7) 0.349 767 5(3) 0.349 760 6(33) 0.349 764 4(27)
re (pm) 141 .734 027(130) 141.733 303(71) 141.734 704(677) 141.733 935(549)

141.981 993(19) 141.979406(58)

"In cm' except for r values.
b From Ref. (8)
'The constants followed by an asterisk, ", are the constant with the v2/v4 Coriolis perturbation
removed, the so-called deperturbed constants.
d Value calculated without inclusion of y terms.

The uncertainties are two standard deviations. They refer to the last digits and are shown in
parentheses.
-' The sign for this combination is incorrectly given as + in Ref. (8) but the Be and re values listed
there are correct.
g The r values are calculated using NIST Physical Reference Data values of h = 6.62606876(52)
x1034 J s, NA = 6.02214199(47) xl023 mol, and m('60) = 15.9949146221(15) amu.
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since both these a and y combinations occur explicitly in correcting the B0 constant to Be. Of

course, only a partial correction is possible since y11 and other y terms are unknown. In fact, within

the uncertainties, the Be values obtained for 34S'6O3 are the same regardless of whether or not the y's

are included.

Including y corrections, the Be values are 0.349 760 6(33) and 0.349 764 0(6) cm

respectively for the 34 and 32 isotopomers. These values agree within experimental error and they

lead to an average SO bond length of 141.734 4(7) pm. This value is slightly larger than the re

value 141.733 3(1) pm obtained for 32SO3 from Ce, a difference that can be presumed to arise from

the neglected y terms.

To a very good approximation then, the molecular parameters and potential are unaffected

by 34
substitution in SO3. This is likely a consequence of the fact that substitution is at the center

of mass so that more subtle effects such as the neglect of electron-nuclear mass corrections are not

apparent. Here the idea is that the electrons lag slightly the vibrational and rotational movement of

the nuclei and this leads to small additional corrections to the energy level expressions, as observed

in diatomic molecules (14). Such effects may be important for the off-axis substitution of 'O for

160 in SO3 and this will be one aspect examined in forthcoming papers on 32S1803 and 34S'803.
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5.1. SUMMARY
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In this work, the understanding of the spectroscopy of sulfur trioxide has been furthered.

The complex spectrum of the symmetric stretching mode of SO3, VI, has been shown to be due to

subtle mixing with the other nearby states of 2v2, v2+v4 and 2v4. By analyzing infrared-active hot-

band transitions to these states from the v2 and V4 fundamentals, we are able to correctly model the

CARS spectrum of v1 without the use of any CARS transition values but with the pattern serving as

an essential check on the infrared assignments. This has been done successfully for both 3251603

and 34S 16Q3, With the parameters now available for the first time, parameters for the equilibrium

structure of SO3 can be determined, and it has been shown that the SO bond length is the same for

both isotopomers within the uncertainty. Much of the discussion of these results is given in

Chapters 2-4, which are copies of papers that have now been published. Below, we offer a few

other comparisons of results for the two isotopomers.

Table 5.1 lists the band centers of the bands discussed in this work. The V1 band centers

for 32S'6O3 and 34S'603 are identical within the uncertainty of the experiment. This is expected as

the isotopic substitution takes place at the center of mass, leaving the motion of the symmetric

stretch unchanged. Other band centers show the effects of isotopic substitution by decreasing on

replacement of 32S by the heavier 34S atom. Those levels with a component of V2 show the greatest

decrease as expected since this mode has the greatest amplitude of sulfur motion.

Table 5.2 lists the rotational parameters for the equilibrium and ground states of the two

isotopomers. The B0 values are slightly different for the two isotopomers due to the isotope effect.

The C0 constant has not been determined for 34S'6O3 but was available for 32S'603 from microwave

observations of transitions in centrifugally-distorted states (which have a very small dipole
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Table 5.1. Vibrational Band Centers in cm' for 32S1603 and 34S'603

Band 32S'603

v1 1064.924(11) 1064.920(84)
v2 497.567 736(16) 488.799 189(17)
2v2 995.018(12) 977.584(86)
v2+v4 1027.902 357(21) 1016.732 783(65)
v4 530.086 424(14) 527.681 547(13)
2v4(l=0) 1059.8140(11) 1055.001 1(71)
2v4 (1=2) 1060.452 702(28) 1055.636 902(65)
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Table 5.2. Rotational Constants for 32S'603 and 34S1603

s'6o3 34s1603
constantb C constants C constantse C constants C constantse
C0 0.173 988 13(3)d
a1x103 0.418 19(58) 0.418 19(58) 0.410 40(1123) 0.410 40(1123)
a2x103 -0.131 84(42) -0.127 78(4) -0.128 55(293) -0.125 69(11)
a3xlO 0.597 48(22) 0.599 25(7) 0.584 15(26) 0.585 6 1(7)
a4x103 0.154 64(21) 0.157 29(3) 0.159 40(157) 0.161 79(6)
(Y2a2+a4)x103 0.088 72(33) 0.093 39(4) 0.095 12(303) 0.098 94(11)
y22x10 -0.143(21) -0.098(75)
y33x105 -0.059(6) -0.049(7)
y44x10 -0.068(4) -0.065(29)
y24x105 -0.119(20) -0.090(143)
(¼y22+y44+Y2'y24)x105 -0.164(13) -0.134(119)
constante B constants B constantsc B constants B constantsc

B0 0.348 543 33(5) 0.348 556 03(28)
c1x 0.840 93(64) 0.840 93(64) 0.834 47(539) 0.834 47(539)
ct2x103 -0.811 44(3854) -0.803 96(493) -0.803 66(30382) -0.769 10(2213)
cz3xlO3 1.127 11(36) 1.13048(9) 1.10902(33) 1.11259(6)
a4x103 0.072 52(1902) 0.075 24(245) 0.073 87(151 13) 0.063 11(1101)
(V2a2'+a4')x103 -0.333 20(34) -0.326 74(5) -0.327 96(88) -0.32 1 44(7)
y22x105 0.417(1513) -0.678(11963)
y33x10 -0.112(10) -0.119(10)
y44x10 0.173(747) 0.709(6023)
?24X10 -1.583(762) -2.100(6256)
(Wy22+y44+Y2?24)x i O -0.514(27) -0.511(204)
Be 0.349 764 0(7) 0.349 767 5(3) 0.349 760 6(33) 0.349 764 4(27)
r (pm)e 141.734 027(130) 141.733 303(71) 141.734 704(677) 141.733 935(549)
ro(pm)e 141.981 993(19) 141.979406(58)

In cm' except for r values.
' The constants followed by an asterisk, ', are the constant with the v21v4 Coriolis perturbation
removed, the so-called deperturbed constants.

Value calculated without inclusion of y terms.
d

The uncertainties are two standard deviations. They refer to the last digits andare shown in
parentheses.

The r values are calculated using NIST Physical Reference Data values of h = 6.62606876(52)
xiO i s, NA = 6.02214199(47) x1023 molt, and m('60) = 15.9949146221(15) amu.
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moment). As shown in Eqn. 2.10, the data now available permit extrapolation from B0 to Be, the

rotational constant of the equilibrium structure. Differences in B values when only the a

corrections are used indicates that higher order corrections are necessary. When the y corrections

are included, both the B and re values for the two isotopomers agree within the uncertainty (two

standard deviations) given in parentheses.

Additionally, we have analyzed the intensity perturbations that are present in the v2, V4

fundamentals arising from Coriolis and 1-resonance interactions. These have been used to determine

the relative magnitudes and signs of the dipole derivatives for these modes, again for both

isotopomers. Such information is difficult to obtain for most molecules and gives insight into the

charge movement in the SO3 molecules as the atoms move. The average dipole derivative ratio

(aJf/aQ4)/(tz/aQ2) is found to be +0.62(8) for SO3, and the product (c24)(tL/aQ2)(,f/Q4x) is

deduced from the overall band contours to have a positive value. This result indicates that the

effective charge movement in the molecular xz plane has the same sense of rotation as the atom

motion arising from Q2 and Q, producing a Py vibrational angular momentum component, motion

which agrees with charge flow we deduce from ab initio calculations. A picture representing this

result is given in Fig. 3.4.

Table 5.3 compares the equilibrium bond distances of some selected molecules in pm as

compiled in Ref. (1-2). The first portion of this table compares the SO bond length for various

sulfur oxides. Here, it can be seen that the SO bond distance decreases as additional oxygen atoms

are bonded to sulfur, indicating an increase in bond order. As suggested in Ref. (1), such a trend

can be explained by a contribution of d-orbitals on sulfur in the bonding in these molecules. The

second portion of the table shows the bond lengths for some nonlinear polyatomics as compiled in

Ref. (2). The equilibrium bond length for SO3 determined in this work has a value that is an order

of magnitude more certain than those listed in Table 5.3, indicating that SO3 indeed has one of the

most accurately determined configurations of any nonlinear polyatomic molecule.
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Table 5.3. Equilibrium Bond Lengths of Selected Molecules.

Molecule re (pm)
SO" 148.108 7
SO2" 143.078
SO1 141.734 0
CM41' 108.70

95.843
01' 127.16
BF11' 130.70
"From Ref. (1)
bF Ref. (2)
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